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NOT BACK TO NORMAL
BUT FORWARD TO BETTER

WE MAKE IT HAPPEN
ABC Companies has focused on being the competitive advantage for
independent operators for decades. Whether your business needs
service assistance, help finding the right parts ready to ship, a 24/7
CustomerCare call center you can count on, or a team that puts your
priorities first, the entire ABC team is ready to help you prepare for
the road ahead. Ready to build your better tomorrow?
Contact us today.

Pandemic Provides

HOTARD COACHES
The Opportunity To
Re-Evaluate,
Grow As A Team And
Come Back With Strength

A
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Callen Hotard

By Harrell Kerkhoff, Busline Magazine Editor

Louis Hotard

Julie Hotard Chalmers

lot of triumphs, changes and accommodations have taken place at Hotard
Coaches since the transportation provider put down roots in 1935, on the
eastern bank of the Mississippi River, in New Orleans, LA. Today, for many
longtime residents of New Orleans, the name “Hotard” is synonymous with bus/motorcoach transportation within the The Big Easy, Gulf Coast and beyond.
Third and fourth generation Hotard family members are now part of the company
that enjoys a diverse client group, involving charter, tour and contract service work.
Its fleet, meanwhile, encompasses 103 vehicles — ranging from vans to full-size motorcoaches. The company also is known for its experienced core of employees, who
specialize in providing customer service at the highest level. All of those noble attributes have been put to the test, starting in early 2020, due to the global COVID-19
pandemic — an event that has shut down nearly the entire North American bus/motorcoach industry for almost a year.
BUSLINE
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It’s a time unlike any other that Hotard Coaches CEO Callen
Hotard said he has experienced in all his years with the company,
which dates to the early 1980s.
“It’s something that has impacted our entire industry and shut
just about everybody down for an extended period,” Hotard said.
“Unfortunately, being in a group on a bus is not conducive to safety
while in the midst of a pandemic. It’s certainly been a punch in the
gut for many of us in the transportation and hospitality industries.
A lot of changes and tough decisions have had to be made from a
cost-cutting perspective. That has included employee layoffs and
refunding customers for trips not taken.
“It’s not easy when every time you answer the phone it’s a cancellation, rather than a booking. I have been concerned for motorcoach companies all across the country, but do see a light at the
end of the tunnel. I expect 2021 to also be challenging, but I have
hope for the future.”
Based in New Orleans, Hotard, his company and many seasoned
employees know about diasterous times beyond their control, most
notably, surviving Hurricane Katrina in 2005. However, Hotard
said, even that historic event pales in comparison to the COVID19 pandemic.
“Hurricane Katrina was very bad for our city and its residents,
but it did not shut us down as a company. COVID-19 is the first
event that totally shut us down for a period of time,” Hotard said.
“We are used to hurricanes in this part of the country. Sometimes,
such events actually spur business for bus/motorcoach providers.
There is still the need to get things done. People still need to be
transported, and life rebounds. That includes school and sports

trips. Soon after Hurricane Katrina, there were tours and charters
that rolled into our area.
“That has not been the case with COVID-19. One of the hardest
parts about the pandemic has been the subsequent travel shutdowns
that have taken place for the majority of our locations and clients.”

S

A HOTARD HISTORY LESSON

ince 1935, the Hotard family has been involved in providing
transportation services for the people of New Orleans and
beyond.
“I am a third generation family member at Hotard Coaches, a
company that was founded by my grandfather, Etienne Xavier
Hotard, as Hotard Bus Line. He started transporting people from
the river parishess to and from New Orleans, as a line run service,”
Callen Hotard said. “My grandfather eventually purchased a bus
and operated along the east bank of the Mississippi River. There
was another small bus company doing the same work on the west
bank. Eventually, my dad (Sydney Hotard Sr.,) and uncle (Etienne State Hotard) starting working for my grandfather.”
The following is a Hotard timeline:
n In 1960, Hotard Coaches began by members of the Hotard
family, as a separate company from the original Hotard Bus Line,
transporting passengers to and from the West Bank River Parishes
and New Orleans.
n Hotard Bus Line remained primarily a line run service until
Callen Hotard became involved with the company in the early
1980s. Callen, and his wife Coleen Hotard, eventually began

0
With our experience comes understanding of the complexity
in the transportation industry. If you want a partner that works
for you and is responsive to your needs, choose Reyco Granning.

ranspor

as er®

Reyco Granning is now combining two product lines, the
TransportMaster®, combines the durable R-Series suspension with
the AirMaster®.
The TransportMaster® will enhance vehicle productivity, driver
comfort, and resale value. The outcome is an astounding 426 pounds
lighter and has an acquisition cost of $2,200 less than the Liquid
Spring CLASS® equivalent. For more information on the
TransportMaster® contact our sales department at 1.800.753.0050

e
er a
o e ami y o uspensions
es in ass ura i i y and e ia i i y

or more in orma ion visi our
we si e www.reycogranning.com

1205 Industrial Park Drive | MT. Vernon, MO 65712 | 1.800.753.0050
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Calco Travel, a full service tour and travel
agency, while Callen was working as a driver for
Hotard Bus Line.
n As the years progressed, both Hotard companies operated in the same markets with similar
services. In 1996, the Hotard Bus Line name was
changed to Premier Motorcoach, setting it apart
from the other Hotard entity.
n In 1999, the Hotard family sold Hotard
Coaches to Laidlaw. The company was still operated by the Hotard family, and continued to
grow as one of the region’s largest motorcoach
companies.
n In 2001, Callen and Coleen Hotard purchased Premier Motorcoach, and changed its
name to Calco Travel to join their travel agency
The 103-vehicle fleet at Hotard Coaches is very diverse.
by the same name. Calco became a leader in the
area ground transportation industry, providing transportation all selling their company. The parent company, All Aboard America
Holdings (AAAH), was formed. That provided Hotard Coaches
over the country.
n In 2007, Callen and Coleen Hotard also purchased Hotard with a larger regional footprint and the ability to expand services
Coaches from Laidlaw, and the bus company was once again under and opportunities. Sun Diego, Ace Express Coaches, Lux Bus
local, family ownership. Calco Travel and Hotard Coaches oper- America and First Class Tours have also joined the AAAH brand,
ated as two separate bus companies until 2012, when they were expanding AAAHs footprint across the United States. Hotard
merged. The Hotard name was chosen, along with the Calco logo, Coaches’ identity remains the same with Callen Hotard leading the
organization.
to represent the rich history of both brands.
n In 2018, Julie Hotard Chalmers was named general mann In mid-2012, with a desire to bring Hotard and Calco to the
next level, Callen and Coleen Hotard joined All Aboard America, ager of Hotard Coaches, making her the fourth generation of the
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BLUE OCEAN

MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE
WE FOCUS ON RESPONSIVE SERVICE.
WE INNOVATE FOR SAFER TRANSPORTATION.
WE LEAD WITH THE POWER OF INTENTION.

“

You can expect the di erence with

AngelTrax. We measure our success by
Richie Howard

ful lling our absolute sense of mission

CEO and President

in becoming your advocate for safety within
the mobile video surveillance industry.
Our processes, our products and our
people will exceed your expectations
because the di erence is in the details.

And no one ever made a di erence
by being like everyone else.

”

We do video better than
anybody else. Period.

Copyright © 2020

IVS, Inc. dba AngelTrax

All Rights Reserved

High-De nition Mobile Video Surveillance Solutions
800.673.1788

/

angeltrax.com

Hotard family to lead the company. Chalmers is the niece of Callen
Hotard, and grew up with motorcoaches. She started her career at
Hotard Coaches in 2007 in the sales department.
“I have worked in the hospitality industry my entire professional
career. It’s never the same day twice at Hotard Coaches, which is
nice. I’m constantly learning new things, and love being a part of
the family business,” Chalmers said. “When I was young, I was
proud to see the Hotard name on buses as they passed by.
There remains a sense of pride in that name when it comes to
transportation.
“Now that I am part of the company, I realize all the hard work
involved to get a Hotard vehicle on the road. It’s a completely different type of pride and sense of accomplishment.”
n In 2021, Louis Hotard rejoined Hotard Coaches, and is the
new director of maintenance. A cousin to Callen Hotard and Julie
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Chalmers, and the son of Etienne State Hotard, Louis Hotard has
built a long career in transportation.
“We are very happy that Louis is coming back to the company.
He has a lot of experience on the operations and manufacturing
sides of the industry,” Callen Hotard said.

P

ADJUSTMENTS ARE CRITICAL
DURING A PANDEMIC

rior to the COVID-19 pandemic, Hotard Coaches provided
a wide variety of transportation services to a diverse client
base— from first grade students on a class trip to professional athletes heading to the world-famous Superdome.
During “normal times,” buses with the Hotard name can be
found throughout the New Orleans area, in different parts of the
Gulf Coast and as far away as
Canada and Alaska. Types of
services include single and
multi-day trips, convention
and casino runs, and contractor
services. That includes corporate clients, professional sports
teams and the military.
“Historically, we have
moved passengers across town
and across country. The latter
includes 30-day trips,” Hotard
said. “Of course, (2020) was
totally different — not only for
our company, but the entire
North American bus and motorcoach industry. The pandemic has greatly reduced the
variety of our transportation
services. In response, everyone in the industry has had to
make adjustments.”
According to Hotard, the
hardest part of what transpired
during the initial days of the
pandemic was to figure out how
to react — and how to do that
quickly. Part of the adjustment
was to determine what to do
with employees, as transportation cancellations mounted.
“Unfortunately, layoffs had
to be made. We also evaluated
where we were, and where we
felt we needed to be in the future,” Hotard said. “The pandemic has provided us with a
unique opportunity to evaluate our entire company. We
realize that in the future, it’s
going to be much more important to work as a team, as
opposed to people only focusing on their specific jobs.

that we are spreading work
We want to grow our team
around for our drivers. It’s
back in a very strong way.”
nice that we still have bookChalmers added that a deciings, but challenges remain.”
sion was made early on by
Hotard remains optimistic
company officials to provide
that as 2021 progresses, the
refunds to clients who had
pandemic’s grip on travel will
contracts in place for travel
weaken.
that was cancelled, due to the
“More travel involving colpandemic.
legiate and professional sports
“We felt is was the right
teams is taking place. Work inthing to do. It’s important that
volving weddings and military
we continue to build good relatransportation is also opening
tionships with customers. That
up. Although that is just a
is critical for when business resmall part of what our comturns,” she said. “Even now,
pany normally provides, the
moving forward, we let our
work is still nice to have,” he
customers know that if a trip is
Pictured are Hotard Coaches Director of Sales & Marketing
said. “Unfortunately, the tour
cancelled due to COVID-19,
Shannon Hamm and Director of Operations André Chevalier.
and travel market is not hapwe will make it right and propening at the moment. Schools are also not allowed to travel. Typvide a refund.”
Although the distribution of COVID-19 vaccinations has begun, ically, spring is a very busy time for the motorcoach industry.
Chalmers said challenges continue at the start of 2021 pertaining There are a lot of school trips normally scheduled, along with
other work. Right now, it doesn’t look like such travel will be alto cancellations.
“For example, about one third of our bookings with local col- lowed this spring. That will have a major impact on the first half
lege basketball teams have been cancelled due to COVID out- of 2021.”
Keeping drivers and passengers safe from COVID-19 for those
breaks. A player or coach may test positive, and the game is
cancelled,” she explained. “That provides a lot of extra work for trips that are taking place is a major goal for bus/motorcoach opour sales and operations departments. Everything is so last minute. erators, including Hotard Coaches.
We are constantly juggling schedules, while trying to make sure
“That involves making sure our drivers and passengers wear

SURVEILLANCE-CENTERED, SAFETY-DRIVEN
The NEW Observer 4112
features:
t HD video recording
t Up to 2TB of storage
t Built-in WiFi
t Integrated GPS
...and more!

FIND OUT MORE TODAY!
The NEW Observer™ 4112 HVR

While our solutions are built on security, the
foundation of what we do is to enhance safety
for passengers and operators.
Copyright © 2021 Safety Vision, LLC All Rights Reserved.
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www.safetyvision.com
800.851.3901

masks and maintain a safe distance of six feet, when possible,”
Chalmers said. “We have limited seating available on our vehicles, and make sure no one is sitting directly behind the driver.
Proper training has also taken place. That includes educating
our customers. Fortunately, we have had only two drivers test
positive for COVID-19 thus far. We send questionnaires before
every trip, asking our drivers how they are feeling, and if they
have noticed any recent symptoms.
“We also have invested in sprayers and sanitize our vehicles
after every trip. It’s another step in making sure our passengers
and drivers remain safe. We have been very diligent with extra
cleaning and sanitizing.”

D

THE MAKING OF A GOOD DRIVER

espite the difficulties of getting buses and motorcoaches on
the road during the pandemic, one thing has not changed
at Hotard Coaches — making sure drivers are qualified and
well trained. That focus remains paramount.
“There is a lot of responsibility involved with driving a bus/motorcoach full of passengers. We want to make sure applicants are
aware of those responsibilities before pursuing a driving career. It’s
important they know and understand what is required, the responsibilities, and feel like they have the capabilities of being an extremely safe operator,” Hotard said. “We also need drivers who
are going to provide the level of cus“I have always felt drivers will do a much better job if tomer service that we expect as a comthey are driving on trips that they enjoy. We focus on pany. It’s a very tough and demanding
position.”
having our operations team know and understand our
Officials at Hotard Coaches work
drivers. That includes their likes and dislikes.”
with drivers to see what type of trips
— Callen Hotard they want to specialize in — from
those mainly interested in local runs to
Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, Hotard Coaches em- cross-country ventures.
ployed in excess of 300 people. The biggest portion of the staff
“We have drivers who like to stay close to home, while others
was drivers.
don’t mind being on the road for extended periods,” Hotard said.
“We also employed wash crews and maintenance staff at “I have always felt drivers will do a much better job if they are
each of our locations, as well as those who worked in sales, driving on trips that they enjoy. We focus on having our operations
operations and dispatch,” Hotard said. “Right now, a lot of team know and understand our drivers. That includes their likes
our departments are down to a single manager. As business and dislikes. It important to us that they are enjoying their jobs.
comes back, we will slowly rebuild our employee base within That is true for all of our employees.”
those departments.”
Officials at Hotard Coaches spend a lot of time, money and en-

NOW FEATURING FRONT SUSPENSION!
The popular LiquidSpring® smart suspension is now available on both front and rear axles as
an integrated solution for select chassis. A bus equipped with four-corner suspension allows the
entire platform to be lowered for easier access. Other features include:
REDUCED ROAD SHOCK
• Reduces driver fatigue and passenger
complaints
• Improved ride at all load levels
• Dynamically adjusts load balance
• Increased vehicle life due to fewer
vibrations

Front suspension
now available on
select chassis!

SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS
• Significant improvement in ride quality and handling
• More control during evasive maneuvers
• Less sway in cornering
• Less wind sway

To get smarter and learn more, visit: liquidspring.com

©2020 LiquidSpring, LLC
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ergy focusing on pre-hire and ongoing driver training. In the prehire portion of training, driver candidates meet in a classroom setting. That is done by design.
“Our new hires do not take their training online. Rather, we want
them to learn with other candidates from a live trainer. Interaction
with others is important,” Hotard said. “Part of that training is focused on safe driving techniques. We teach specific driving methods that focus on anticipation, and go over the many possible
driver situations that can arise.”
Compliance training, such as the proper way to keep logs and
conduct pre-trip inspections, is also covered. Of course, no bus/motorcoach new driver training is complete without an extensive
course on customer service. At Hotard Coaches, that training includes instruction from the company’s director of sales on how to
properly communicate with passengers. Hotard Coaches’ safety director and senior drivers also conduct over-the-road training with
the candidates.
“We want new drivers to become comfortable with every situation that they will encounter on the road. That includes driving a
vehicle to each of our facilities, as well as to airports, convention
centers and various challenging places. It’s important that they
know how to handle different situations,” Hotard said.
Another key training that new drivers must go through involves
multi-bus moves.
“We conduct a lot of multi-bus moves over the course of a normal year. It’s important every driver that participates in such a
move follows proper company procedures. If you don’t have the
right procedures and training in place, a multi-bus move can go
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‘sideways’ pretty quickly,” Hotard said. “That is all covered in the
pre-hire part of the training.”
Once a driver is hired and gains experience, his/her training is
not over.
“There is a set number of training hours that we require all our
current drivers to participate in on an annual basis. In addition, we
will bring drivers in for extra training, based on circumstances,
such as an accident or customer service issue,” Hotard said.
“We do that to help the driver, not as a discipline measure. It’s
a lot better and cheaper to retrain somebody and help him/her
become a better employee, than it is to replace that person.”
Modern technology used on Hotard Coaches’ equipment helps
company officials monitor driving practices for improved safety.
That includes the use of electronic logging devices (ELDs) and onboard cameras.
“Our drivers receive continual scores for their driving. It includes
speed, following distance, driving habits and distractions. It helps
us focus on continual training and working on changing bad
habits,” Chalmers said. “We also recognize, and reward, good
habits exhibited by drivers with the use of that technology.
“We believe everybody plays a role in safety, including customers. We make sure customers understand our drivers must follow all company rules, and will not be allowed to speed just so
passengers can get to a destination a little quicker. Our goal is to
make the road safer for all passengers and drivers.”
Properly training drivers, and all staff members, often pays off
when something goes wrong during a trip. It’s during such times
that employees at Hotard Coaches can shine.

“Sometimes, our employees receive the biggest complements
from customers after such circumstances, as they feel a driver
and/or other staff member properly took care of them,” Hotard said.

W

A FLEET FULL OF MODERN CHOICES

said. “Even when were are providing a local convention shuttle,
passengers are looking for a Wi-Fi connection, as well as charging
outlets. As soon as we pick passengers up at an airport, the first
thing many of them want to do is charge their electronic devices.
“We are also seeing more people bringing tablets onboard, so
they can watch their own shows. It’s amazing the number of people
traveling on a cross-country trip who only want to look at their
tablets or smartphones. Another important amenity for passengers
is a simple one — cup holders.”

ith a fleet of 103 vehicles, representatives at Hotard
Coaches feel strongly about the importance of product
diversification. The company’s vehicles range in size
from 13-passenger vans and 20-, 25- and
“We believe everybody plays a role in safety,
30-passenger mini-buses to 40-passenger
mid-size buses and 56-passenger full-size
including customers. We make sure customers
motorcoaches.
understand our drivers must follow all company
“Of those vehicles, 67 are produced by
rules, and will not be allowed to speed just so
Motor Coach Industries (MCI),” Hotard
said. “We look at our relationship with MCI passengers can get to a destination a little quicker.”
as a partnership. Their officials have made
— Julie Hotard Chalmers
it a point to participate in strategic meetings
with our company, getting to know our upper level management and
The greatest amenities in the world, however, can’t replace the
helping with future needs. They have been fantastic to work with, and importance of cleanliness on a bus/motorcoach. That focus has
very responsive over the years.”
never been more important than during today’s COVID-19 panThe company’s MCI coaches are used for local and contract demic.
“There is a difference between cleaning a vehicle and sanitizing
work, as well as tour and charter service.
Along with ELDs and cameras, other key amenities found on a vehicle. We make sure both are done on a constant basis. Nobody
vehicles operated by Hotard Coaches include Wi-Fi, USB ports today wants to get on a vehicle they feel is dirty or unhealthy,”
Chalmers said. “Even if there is a single tissue or piece of paper
and 110-outlets.
“Wi-Fi is requested all of the time by passengers. That is expe- left behind, that vehicle may be determined dirty and unsanitized
cially important for school groups and sports teams,” Chalmers by today’s customers. It puts a lot of pressure on our cleaning crews
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and other staff members, making sure our vehicles are clean and
sanitized prior to each trip. Drivers are part of that process. They
do a lot to make sure the vehicles they are operating remain clean.”
Keeping vehicles clean and well-presented is nothing new to Hotard Coaches, Chalmers added.
“We have received a lot of compliments over the years on how
our vehicles look — both inside and out,” she said. “We probably
go through hundreds of gallons of tire shine a year.”
Properly marketing Hotard Coaches has also been a high priority
for company officials over the years. It helps to have a well-known
name in the company’s service region, particularly in New Orleans.
“We are fortunate to have a long history and strong name recognition. I have learned over the years that there are people in New
Orleans who associate the name ‘Hotard’ with every type of nonschool bus or coach,” Chalmers said. “The important thing is to
build relationships and remain ‘top-of-mind’ with customers, so
when a need for travel is there, they will think of us.”
Along with its headquarters in New Orleans, Hotard Coaches
has facilities in Lafayette, LA; Port Arthur, TX; and Ocean
Springs, MS. Those facilities are strategically aligned along
the Gulf Coast.
“There is a lot of exchange of equipment, work and employees
between our different locations. That is mainly due to their close
proximity. We have pretty good coverage along the entire Gulf
Coast,” Hotard said. “New Orleans has traditionally been a leading
U.S. tourist destination, and provides a lot of other work for our
company. Meanwhile, the Lafayette location features many college
athletic and other transportation opportunities. In Port Arthur, we

conduct contract and charter work. It is here that we fulfill different
transportation needs found between Lafayette and Houston, TX.”
Along with travel throughout the Gulf Coast, Hotard Coaches
works with various tour operators who need a company to provide
transportation throughout the United States and into Canada.
“Normally, we take a lot of trips to such places as Orlando, FL;
Washington, D.C.; and various destinations in the Great Smoky
Mountains. Just like our customers, our travel options are very diverse,” Hotard said. “Prior to the pandemic, you could look at GPS
coordinates in our dispatch office and see how spread out our fleet
was across many parts of the country.”

T

2021 HAS FINALLY ARRIVED

o say the least, 2020 was one challenging year for everybody associated with the bus and motorcoach industry. Unfortunately, the start of 2021 is also full of challenges, as
the COVID-19 pandemic continues, bringing uncertainty to as least
the first half of the year.
“Right now, business is still on the slow side. I think there is a
rebound ahead for our industry, but I also think it’s going to be a
tough first part of 2021,” Hotard said.. “I’m hopeful that by the
time we get to the fourth quarter of 2021, some normalcy starts to
take place with travel and everyday life. I’m not sure it’s going to
happen by the fall, but that is my hope. Nobody has a crystal ball.
“I do feel there are going to be new opportunities for transportation companies when business does come back.”
Hotard added that when business returns to full force, it’s impor-

Let Kelderman’s superior
Air Ride Suspension
Systems transform a
rough ride into tranquil
travel. Kelderman offers a
2 stage air ride for shuttle
buses, party buses,
paratransits, church buses,
RV’s and much more.

Check out our videos on YouTube at: keldermantv
Contact: Rich Ludvigsen at 641-660-5432 or rich@kelderman.com
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tant that bus and motorcoach companies are ready. That includes
having a solid staff ready to go. One focus that will not change as
business increases, however, is a continual emphasis on service.
That includes treating both employees and customers well.
“We always want to make sure our employees are proud to be
part of this team, that they are happy to be here and feel like they
are being treated fairly,” Hotard said. “When it comes to our external customer service, the company’s motto is, ‘Under Promise
And Over Deliver.’ People have expectations. They expect that
the coach is going to show up clean and on time. However, we just
don’t want the bus to be on time, we want the driver to be early,
and in an attractive uniform. There are so many things you can do
to go above and beyond when it comes to customer service. It
comes down to training, communication and teamwork.”
Chalmers added that there are staff members at Hotard Coaches
who specialize in specific business segments, such as bookings associated with the military, weddings, sports teams, schools, etc.
“That specialization allows our employees to become experts in
specific markets. For example, if a customer calls to book a sports
team, we will have a person who knows all the right questions to
ask,” she said. “That allows the customer to feel comfortable about
doing business with our company.”
As for the long-term future, Hotard and Chalmers spoke highly
about Hotard Coaches’ current relationship with All Aboard America Holdings, including AAAH CEO Bill Trimarco.
“Bill has been very upfront about his desire to provide resources we all need (in AAAH) to remain successful and to
grow. He also cares deeply about the employees who make up

the entire AAAH network,” Hotard said.
Despite the many challenges brought about by the COVID-19
pandemic, both Hotard and Chalmers feel good about making a career in the bus and motorcoach industry.
“I enjoy the diversity of this line of work. There are so many different paths you can go down, and each day is different. There is a
lot of opportunity to learn, move up the ladder and touch so many
businesses when it comes to their transportation needs,” Chalmers
said. “You can also participate in different industry associations. I
have never before worked in an industry where there is so much
outside support.”
Hotard added that when the bus/motorcoach industry gets into
your blood, it’s hard to get it out.
“When my wife and I sold the majority stake of the company in
2012, I had no idea how much longer I would stay involved in the
industry. I didn’t think I would still be here in 2021, but I love the
business and industry,” Hotard said. “As Julie mentioned, there are
many opportunities in this industry, and at Hotard Coaches. Whenever we have an opening, our current staff members are given
a chance to move up. We’ve had employees successfully move
from our sales department to the operations side — and vice
versa. They were looking for a change of pace. We also have had
drivers move to sales or operations, providing them with new opportunities.”
Contact: Hotard Coaches, 2838 Touro St.,
New Orleans, LA 70122. Phone: 800-356-6831.
Website: www.hotard.com.
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Posing in front of a Hometown Trolley Streetcar model are, left to right,
’Cuse Trolley Transportation Supervisor Keith Phillips, Shuttle Bus Driver Rick Theisen
and Associate Director of Transportation, Logistics and Financial Services Rahmin Azria.

’Cuse Trolley Handling On-Campus Transportation
With Customer Service At The Heart Of The Operation
By Rick Mullen, Busline Magazine Associate Editor

College sports fans are well
aware of the university’s famous domed stadium called
the Carrier Dome, which seats
49,250 fans, and is home to
the Syracuse Orange football,
basketball and lacrosse teams.
“In normal times, we manage the transportation of thousands of people, ‘parking and
riding’ to the main campus for
events in the Carrier Dome,” Azria said. “We don’t have enough parking on the main campus, which is the same story in a lot of different
arenas across the country, so there is usually a park and ride component
to large sporting events.”
Currently, because of COVID-19, New York state is prohibiting fans
from attending sporting events.
“Centro is a great partner. It has done a ton of work with us. However, because it is a regional transportation authority, Centro is limited
in what it can do, which is why we use a lot of vendors,” Azria said.
“Because of state regulations regarding public transit agencies, Centro
is not allowed to be a charter company. It just can’t do random services,
as that would be competing with for-profit companies.
“We still have a contract with Centro, and all of our students, faculty
and staff can get on and off the transit agency’s buses free by showing
their university ID. It is a pretty seamless transportation experience.”
Parking and Transit Services operates six transit vehicles and two
passenger vans, Azria said.
“We operate two, 12-person (including a driver) passenger vans for

major difference between Syracuse University’s ’Cuse Trolley and a traditional
city-run transit agency has to do with who can ride the trolleys. Syracuse
University’s on-campus system only serves the school’s students, faculty,
staff and campus visitors.
As its name suggests, Syracuse University is located in Syracuse, NY, a city of
approximately 143,000 people, according to 2020 population estimates. The city is in
the northeast corner of the Finger Lakes region in the north-central part of the state.

Traditionally, Syracuse University’s Parking and Transit Services
has used several vendors for various operations, the largest of which
is the Central New York Regional Transportation Authority (Centro),
which services the campus, the city of Syracuse and surrounding areas.
“Centro handles the bulk of the transportation on campus,” said
Syracuse University Parking and Transit Services Associate Director of Transportation, Logistics & Financial Services Rahmin
Azria, during a recent interview with Busline Magazine. “Several
years ago, it was decided to use multiple vendors. About two years ago,
after an extensive analysis, Parking and Transit Services decided to
take on some of the transportation service in-house by launching ’Cuse
Trolley. Now, we have our own vehicles. We had five trolley routes as
of this past semester, and we have been slowly expanding. We will be
running six or seven routes next semester. In addition, we have a paratransit route.”
Among Syracuse University’s Parking and Transit Services’ responsibilities is coordinating transportation for the many events, both large
and small, typical of a major university, including large sporting events.
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small trips and paratransit services,” Azria said. “We also operate four,
20-passenger Hometown Trolley Carriage model trolleys. We recently
added two, 34-passenger Hometown Trolley Streetcar models.”
The larger Streetcar models were deemed necessary because of the
expanded service needed due to restricted passenger limits on the trolleys caused by COVID-19.
“We wanted trolleys that could handle a little bit higher capacity,”
Azria said. “We don’t necessarily have any plans etched in stone for
the future, but we have experienced growth and a lot of demand for
the services we are providing for the university, so there is a possibility we will continue to expand.”
Syracuse University has its own maintenance facility, which services the 300-plus vehicles the university owns, including the trolleys.
’Cuse Trolley has proven to be very popular among students, faculty
and staff riders.
“When our trolleys arrived, they received a warm welcome. Everyone loves them,” Azria said. “People like to just get on and ride. It is
a very different experience from riding a regular transit bus.
“We have enjoyed a very good relationship with Hometown Trolley.
We have been working with them for two years. The first vehicles arrived in December 2019. The trolley manufacturer has been very helpful with any issues that have arisen. We have had a really good
experience working with Hometown Trolley.”
Indeed, the unique look and “fun” aspect of the trolleys have made
them a rolling marketing tool for the system, said Communications
Manager Christine Weber.
“The blue and orange (SU’s primary colors) trolleys catch your eye
on the campus,” Weber said. “We work with a lot of different departments on campus to promote the trolleys. When they first arrived, I
spoke with student organizations about the trolleys. A poster-style
map will be placed around campus to help students understand better

where the routes go. We are always partnering with different
groups on campus to help us promote and educate students about
the trolley system.”
Plans are in the works to introduce a new tracking system for
’Cuse Trolley.
“The new tracking element will be another great feature we can
put out there to catch students’ attention,” Weber said. “Like with
Uber, riders want to know when their vehicle is arriving. That will
be a great communication push for us for the spring semester.”
Because of delays caused by COVID-19, students are expected to
return to campus for the spring semester in February.
“Tracking is a big deal for the students,” said Transportation Supervisor Keith Phillips. “It is an instant gratification world, so people
want to know where their trolley is located and when it is going to arrive. They don’t want to have to look through pages of schedules —
they want the information at their fingertips.
“We are developing a website where both ’Cuse Trolley vehicles
and Centro buses will be tracked on the same website. The icons on
the site for Centro will look like buses. For ’Cuse Trolley, the icons
will look like trolleys. When you click on a bus or a trolly icon, the
entire route and a real-time predictive analysis of when the bus or trolley is going to arrive will be displayed.”
’Cuse Trolley operates on two primary routes — the blue and orange
loops — in and around the sprawling Syracuse University campus.
“Our campus is pretty large,” Azria said. “We also have service to
a downtown location the university owns (Nancy Cantor Warehouse).
There are a couple of other buildings along the way that we also own,
including the Syracuse Stage, located on the outskirts of campus.”
All of the School of Design’s programs are housed in the sevenfloor Nancy Cantor Warehouse. Syracuse Stage is a non-profit, professional theater company.

electrifying
THE WAY BUS AND COACH ACCESSORIES ARE POWERED

INDEPENDENCE is a compact system that provides the majority of the benefits of hybrid and battery-powered buses without
the upfront costs and expensive hybrid battery replacement – all the while reducing operational and maintenance costs. If you’re
ready to declare independence from conventionally driven accessories and transform your bottom line, call us at 1.800.227.6937.

4282 Reynolds Dr, Hilliard, OH 43026 • 800-AC POWER

For more information, visit vanner.com •

@VannerInc
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OPERATING DURING
THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC

“In addition to reducing the number of people
on the buses and trolleys, we added signage
about the mask wearing mandate. We have
placed hand sanitizers on trolleys and changed
he city of Syracuse is the county seat of
our cleaning protocols so the trolleys are cleaned
Onondaga County. As of January 7, the
more frequently.”
county reported 23,347 COVID-19
One development that helped in managing socases, resulting in 465 deaths. Statewide, a little
cial distancing was the university’s addition of
more than 1 million cases, resulting in 38,486
remote learning components, resulting in lowerdeaths, have been logged, according to a New
than-normal ridership, Azria said.
York Times database.
Phillips added: “Since the pandemic hit, drivAs is the case with many transportation
ers have been the main cleaners. Every chance
providers nationwide, ’Cuse Trolley and Centro
the drivers get, they wipe down pretty much
have had to make adjustments to make sure rideverything. In addition, at least once a day, the
ers and drivers are as safe as possible, while
trolleys are disinfected using an electrostatic
keeping the systems running during the COVIDsprayer.”
19 pandemic.
Drivers also participate in weekly COVID-19
Such actions as requiring drivers and passensurveillance testing, which is done on-campus,
gers to wear masks and adjusting service to
Weber said.
allow for social distancing, among other efforts,
“We recently brought our surveillance testing
have been implemented. Indeed, Syracuse UniShuttle Bus Driver Rick Theisen mans one of
in-house.
We have our own lab on campus that
versity requires students, faculty and staff to
two Hometown Trolley Streetcars ’Cuse Trolley
processes the saliva-based tests,” Weber said.
wear masks at all times while on campus, except
has in service. ’Cuse Trolley also operates four
Surveillance testing is designed to monitor the
when isolated in individual offices.
Carriage models from Hometown Trolley.
current state of the pandemic by providing in“Centro and ’Cuse Trolley put into place
sight into the spread of the virus among certain geographic areas or groups
capacity restrictions on buses and trolleys — about 50 percent across
of people.
the board — to reduce passenger density,” Azria said. “If you reduce
capacity, you must add more service, which is why we purchased
In addition to making sure passengers have space to practice social disthe two additional Streetcar trolleys.
tancing on trolleys, keeping drivers as isolated as possible is also a concern.
“Centro worked with us and repositioned some routes. We made
“In the Carriage trolleys, drivers sit three feet forward from the door,
changes, moving service from lesser traveled areas to heavier demand
and there is a barrier behind them,” Phillips said. “They don’t come in
routes. We worked closely with Centro to make sure we could handle
close contact with passengers. The first seat that a passenger can sit in is
peak times.
six feet from the driver.
“There are two doors in the newly acquired Streetcars, one near the front of the trolley and one near the
rear. We are going to look at putting barriers in place
in the front of the trolley to protect drivers. Another
option is to only use the back door to enter and exit
the bus.”
In discussing any long-term ramifications of the
pandemic, Phillips said he foresees the ’Cuse Trolley
service will continue to expand as students, faculty
and staff often prefer riding the trolleys, as opposed
to the Centro service, where ridership includes the
general public.
“Trolley riders are going to be more comfortable,
knowing that the university is controlling the cleaning
of vehicles, the testing for our drivers, etc.,” Phillips
said. “There is nothing wrong with Centro. Centro is
taking all the precautions we are, but it is important to
’Cuse Trolley riders that the trolleys are limited to
Syracuse University faculty, staff and students.”
More frequent cleaning and disinfecting of the trolleys is also going to be an effort that will continue
when the pandemic subsides.
“The cleaning is going to carry over (after the
pandemic subsides), just because it is a way to better care for the trolleys,” Phillips said. “As the
transportation supervisor, I can tell you we are
going to continue enhanced cleaning and taking the
best possible care of our trolleys.”
Azria predicted the effects of the pandemic, even
with people getting vaccinated, will continue to be felt
for a year, or maybe two.
“Ultimately, mass transit is a necessity and is going
to continue to grow over time, as it has been,” Azria
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said. “I think we are going to see the adoption of more remote learning
and remote work, which is going to impact ridership numbers, but there
is always going to be a need for mass transit. People will eventually feel
comfortable riding the bus again. It might take a year or two, but I’m hopeful we will be able to go back to what life was like before COVID-19.”
Azria also pointed out there is uncertainty surrounding what direction
higher education might take. What will be the ratio of online versus oncampus attendance and how will that affect ridership?
“Whether or not online learning will have a long-term impact on mass
transit is to be determined,” Azria said.
While COVID-19 is currently the biggest issue in the country when it
comes to keeping people healthy and safe, there remain other emergencies
public transit agencies must be prepared to handle. For example, in recent
years, the specter of random gun violence erupting in public places is one
that has plagued the country.
In case of an emergency involving ridership safety, ’Cuse Trolley has
procedures in place to coordinate an appropriate response with local law enforcement and the Syracuse University
Department of Public Safety.
According to safetydivision.syr.edu,
Syracuse University Department of
Public Safety has more than 200 employees. Police academy-trained officers, sworn campus peace officers and
non-sworn community service officers
provide proactive services through vehicular, bicycle and foot patrols. The department also consists of non-sworn
residential community safety officers,
located at the entrances of all residential
facilities. The department also includes
the office of Emergency Management
and Business Continuity planning.
“We work very closely with the Syracuse University Department of Public
Safety. ’Cuse Trolley is actually in the
same university division,” Azria said.
“We all report to Campus Safety and
Emergency Services, which has access
to our cameras.”
The Department of Public Safety has
its own emergency communications
center on campus.
“Basically, we have our own little
mini-911 center connected to our
county’s 911 system,” Weber said. “We
all work closely together and conduct a
lot of training. In the event of an emergency, we can send alert texts, emails,
etc. If something is going down, everyone on campus will be made aware of
what is happening.”

“We are here to serve our faculty, staff and students, and we go above
and beyond in doing that,” Phillips said. “For example, ’Cuse Trolley doesn’t necessarily go everywhere on South Campus, but if a student were to
say, ‘I don’t feel safe walking from the bus stop to my apartment,’ we
will take that person right to his/her home. We are here to serve. My
cell phone number is published on our website. So, if anybody has any
problems or needs specific to transportation, they can call me directly.”
According to syracuse.edu, about 2,300 Syracuse upperclassmen live
in South Campus, located about one mile south of the main campus.
The area is comprised of apartment complexes, arranged in several
neighborhoods.
To make sure the system’s customer service standards are upheld,
’Cuse Trolley has a highly motivated, experienced staff of transportation
professionals.Some employees were gleaned from vendors used before Parking and
Transit Services launched ’Cuse Trolley as an in-house service.

L

CUSTOMER SERVICE
AT THE HEART OF
’CUSE TROLLEY’S MISSION

ooking past all the challenges,
confusion and fear brought
about by the societal and economic upheavals due to COVID-19, at
the end of the day, offering the best in
customer service remains at the heart of
what ’Cuse Trolley is about.
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“Those seasoned employees are well-versed in customer service and
they uphold the philosophy that we go the extra mile and do what we can
for the faculty, staff and students,” Phillips said.
“We strive to hire people who are genuinely happy and helpful, and who
want to work and interact with our campus community,” Azria said. “It is
all about customer service. As Keith (Phillips) said, we go out of our way
to help people, even if it means going the extra mile, literally.”
Hiring qualified drivers to service the riding public has traditionally
been a thorn in the side of many transportation agencies nationwide.
“Generally speaking, there is a shortage of CDL drivers in the country,”
Azria said. “In addition to having a CDL and the proper endorsements,
there is training that is required for drivers. All of that makes it difficult to
find the right people who fit in well. Furthermore, sometimes we just don’t
get many applicants.”
“We require driver applicants to have at least three years prior experience,” Phillips said. “Our campus has a lot of pedestrian traffic, so we are
not looking for people who are new to driving. Once they are hired, we
conduct ongoing training for drivers.
“We have a 19-A examiner on staff. 19-A is part of New York State vehicle and traffic regulations. It goes a little beyond federal DOT requirements. The state examines our files. It requires our 19-A examiner to
conduct defensive driving training at least once a year. There are also written tests involved. Drivers must take an exam every two years.
“In addition, the state makes sure we have physicals for all the drivers.
New York State keeps a tight leash on bus operators.”
Another important campus operation is its paratransit service, called
Access ’Cuse.
According to parking.syr.edu, Access ’Cuse is a point-to-point transit
service designed to assist individuals with chronic health, sensory and permanent mobility disabilities navigate the university campus.

“Currently, we are running Access ’Cuse internally,” Azria said. “We
used a vendor during the academic year to provide extra service. We put
the paratransit service in place about three years ago.”

B

PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION RECOMMENDED
AS A REWARDING CAREER PATH

oth Azria and Phillips said they would recommend public transportation as an enjoyable and rewarding career path. Phillips said
one viable jumping-off point for those seeking a career in the industry would be to seek out schools that offer a mass transportation curriculum.
However, there are other entry points, such as working one’s way up
the ladder at a public transportation entity — a path Phillips traveled all
the way into management.
“I started as a bus cleaner,” Phillips said. “The company I worked for
helped me get my CDL license. I drove motorcoaches for many years before getting into management. It has been extremely fun. I have gotten to
travel to a lot different places. Public transportation is a great career path.”
Azria said he sort of “fell into” working as a transportation professional.
“I definitely recommend public transportation as a career, although it
is not something that most people think of when they are looking at what
they want to be when they grow up,” Azria said. “I have been in parking
and transportation for more than 20 years. It has been fulfilling work. Choosing to make the industry a career has been a good decision on my part.”
Contact: Syracuse University Parking and Transit,
621 Skytop Road, No. 190, Syracuse, NY 13210.
Phone: 315-443-4652.
Website: parking.syr.edu.

Transit Premium
Air Disc Pads
Commercial Vehicle Disc Pads

Proven DiscStar Pads
Now 100% Copper-Free
with New Lower Price!
For more than 25 years, Marathon has been the transit
industry’s leading friction manufacturer. Now DiscStar
pads feature a new 100% copper-free formulation.
Count on proven DiscStar Transit Premium Air
Disc Pads to safely and quietly stop your buses
while delivering the longest service life.

Get the most from your bus
brakes with DiscStar!
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ARI-HETRA
4119 Binion Way
Lebanon, OH 45036 USA
800-562-3250
Email: justinpage@ari-hetra.com
Website: www.ari-hetra.com
Company Officer: Steve Delaney, Vice
President of Sales
Products: ARI-HETRA is a privately
held company with over 30 years of experience in producing heavy-duty mobile lifting equipment, exhaust
extraction systems and wheel service
equipment. Product benefits include:
Safety-focused design; unsurpassed
dedication to quality; durability for demanding environments; factory-direct
sales, service and installation; and superior technology.
ARI-HETRA products are used in
over 40 industries, with customers including airlines and airport authorities,
military bases, fire departments, transit,
utilities, school districts, and heavy-duty
repair facilities. Dedicated regional
sales managers cover the entire U.S. and
Canada, as well as international markets. Corporate headquarters, steel fabrication and final assembly factory are
centrally located in the USA. 21
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MAHA USA
2404 East Hwy 134
Pinckard, AL 36371 USA
866-624-2872
Email: sales@maha-usa.com
Website: www.maha-usa.com
Products: MAHA USA unites German
engineering with American craftsmanship
to produce heavy-duty mobile column
lifts. MAHA USA manufactures vehicle
lifting systems from its 90,000-squarefoot production facility in Pinckard, AL.
Its wireless mobile column lifts are powered by state-of-the-art ball-screw technology. MAHA USA also offers a full
line of heavy-duty workshop equipment
consisting of pantograph and parallelogram lifts; wheel lifting systems; various
floor, transmission and clutch jacks;
wheel service equipment; emission testers
and PBBT-certified brake testers. 15
Mohawk Lifts
See Ad On Page 31
P. O. Box 110
Amsterdam, NY 12010 USA
800-833-2006
Email: sperlstein@mohawklifts.com
Website: www.mohawklifts.com
Company Officer: Steven Perlstein,
President
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Products: Vehicle lifts and related shop
equipment. Two-post, four-post, mobile
column, parallelogram and verticle rise
lifts. For government agencies, Mohawk
offers all products on government contract,
which includes tire changes, wheel balances, alignment and brake service equipment. 21

Rotary Lift
2700 Lanier Dr.
Madison, IN 47250 USA
800-640-5438
Email: userlink@rotarylift.com
Website: www.rotarylift.com
Products: Rotary Lift offers heavy-duty
vehicle lifts. The line-up includes mobile column, modular inground, scissor,
parallelogram, two-post and four-post
lifts. 19
SEFAC USA, Inc.
See Ad On Page 9
381 Nina Way
Warminster, PA 18974 USA
267-702-2813
Email: info@sefacusa.com
Website: www.sefacusa.com
Company Officer: Nicolas Drapier, Vice
President
Products: Wireless mobile column lifts

for buses, coaches, trucks, trains, emergency vehicles, etc.; wired mobile column
lifts; tall and small jack stands (from 12 1/4
inches to 83 1/4 inches, 13,000 to 30,800
pounds); transmission jacks (up to 79 1/2
inches and 3,300 pounds); wheel dollies
for large tires (multiple types); king pin
presses (132,200 pound capacity); annual
inspections (SEFAC and others); genuine
SEFAC spare parts; and service calls. 21

SLEC, Inc.
23 Fontana Ln., Suite 109
Baltimore, MD 21237 USA
443-730-1023
Website: www.slec.com
Products: The 18Type mobile column lift,
manufactured in Baltimore by SLEC, Inc.,
is rated at 18,000 lbs. (each column), and is
ideal for transit buses and motorcoaches. A
SLEC® lift is one man portable, and consequently can be used in multiple work
bays and outside. SLEC® lifts feature an
electromechanical, self-locking design,
based on an Acme threaded screw and a
bronze load nut for the ultimate in safety as
it is inherently self-locking. The lifts stop
immediately when power is removed and
cannot move again unless power is re-applied. An easy-to-use interactive touchscreen pad enables the operator to select the
operational mode (all lifts, pairs or single)
and communicates to the operator the
height of each column, error codes and
much more.
The “ultimate pack” marries the benefit of getting the cable off the floor while
keeping the robust reliability of a cableconnected lift. The connecting cable extends between each column on a
retractable roller system and loops
around the top of each column. SLEC®
lifts are independently tested and certified to the standards of the Automotive
Lift Institute ANSI/ALI ALCTV-2011.
All of this is backed by nationwide aftersales and service support. 19

Stertil-Koni USA
200 Log Canoe Circle
Stevensville, MD 21666 USA
410-643-9001, 800-336-6637
Email: lifts@stertil-koni.com
Website: www.stertil-koni.com
Products: In business for more than 50
years, delivering high-precision, safe and
durable lifting systems. Supplier to transit agencies, municipalities, state agencies, the U.S. military, school districts,

ports and more. Serving the North American market via a network of trained distributors who provide local expertise and
customer service. Suited for all bus types:
transit, para-transit, coach, tour and
school. Product range includes mobile column lifts, platform lifts, in-ground lifts, 2post and 4-post lifts.
The in-ground telescopic piston DIAMONDLIFT is electronically synchronized
for safety and convenience with a capacity
of up to 105,000 pounds in three-piston
configuration. The in-ground scissor ECOLIFT provides universal access to all subcomponents including brakes and wheels,
has an ultra-shallow design—recommended for high ground water or
bedrock—and is relocatable. The platform
SKYLIFT, with a lifting capacity between
62,400 and 78,000 pounds, is a clear floor
lift with no crossbeams or obstructions between the lifting legs or runways. The 4post lift offers the safety of a platform lift
with lifting capacity ranging from 30,000
pounds up to 132,000 pounds. Mobile column lifts are shipped with a full-color, highresolution 7-inch touchscreen control panel
as standard. Portable lifts can be used in-

doors or outside and have lifting capacities
from 14,000 pounds to 40,000 pounds per
column. 19

TLS Total Automotive Lifting
Solutions Inc.
2300 Speers Rd.
Oakville, Ontario L6L 2X8 CANADA
877-799-5438
Email: sales@tlslifts.com
Website: www.tlslifts.com
Products: Total Automotive Lifting Solutions Inc., and its family of specialized
lifting solution divisions, combine to
offer a comprehensive selection of lifting
applications. From car dealerships, to the
home car enthusiast and public sector
transit and public works facilities, TLS
Inc. provides high quality and innovative
lifting solutions. Its underlying goal is to
provide superior technology that is
durable, low maintenance, user friendly
and delivers maximum value to customers. TLS Inc., is a member of the Automotive Lift Institute, and participates in
the certification of its products, with
models ranging in capacities from 2,000
to 100,000 pounds. 19
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Sanitizing/Disinfecting &
Odor Control Products
ABC Companies Parts Source
See Ad On Page 7
17469 W. Colonial Dr., Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA
800-428-8610
Email: lthompson@abc-companies.com
Website: www.abc-companies.com/abc-parts-source
Products: ABC Companies Parts Source is an all-makes and models,
parts distribution company that gives users access to the largest independent supply of motorcoach and transit bus replacement parts in
North America. During the hardships of SARS-CoV-2 and the COVID19 disease, ABC has worked to provide solutions to customers. ABC
has helped customers with supplying UV lights, MERV filters, foggers
and disinfectants and most recently, Bipolar Ionization Technology kits.
BPI kits are ready to install kits that are cost effective, simple to install,
low maintenance and proven to be effective against bacteria, virions,
odors and aerosols. This technology has been used in airports, restaurants and schools nationwide and even venues like sports areas and stadiums. Kits are available for all fleets. 21
Chempace Corporation
339 Arco Dr., Toledo, OH 43607 USA
800-423-5350
Email: chempace@chempace.com
Website: www.chempace.com
Products: A specialty chemical manufacturer that includes deodorants,
cleaners, degreasers and specialized items. 21

Fleet and Facility Solutions
3294 Alcove Ct., Millstadt, IL 62260 USA
618-980-8778
Email: info@fleetandfacilitysolutions.com
Website: www.fleetandfacilitysolutions.com
Company Officers: Phil Streif, President; Bob Green, Sales Manager
Products: BioProtect 500 Antimicrobial (90 day surface protectant);
BioProtect RTU; BioProtect DP; X-Stink Odor Eliminator; Smart
Touch Disinfectant; and BioProtect Hand Sanitizer (6 hours of skin
protection). 21
Freedman Seating Company
See Ad On Page 15
4545 W. Augusta Blvd., Chicago, IL 60651 USA
773-524-2440
Email: jp.paonessa@freedmanseating.com
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Website: www.freedmanppe.com
Company Officers: Dan Cohen, President; John Mienik, National
Sales Manager
Products: Freedman Seating introduces passenger protective equipment (PPE) to help protect passengers against the spread of germs and
airborne viruses. This new line of safety enhancements adds another
layer of protection to the industry’s most trusted seating products,
which are always tested to meet or exceed motor safety standards.
Freedman PPE has been developed to meet the demands of mass transit, shuttle bus and paratransit, school bus and more. PPE products include passenger sneeze guards, school bus driver barriers, social
distance seat bands and triangles, anti-microbial grab rails and arm
rests, anti-microbial and anti-bacterial upholstery. 21
Hudson River Corp.
551 Observer Highway, #15N, Hoboken, NJ 07030-6564 USA
866-528-3867
Email: avdump@yahoo.com
Website: www.lavdump.com
Products: Engaged in civil engineering, planning and consulting to
companies operating in bus transportation and related manufacturing
areas. Related to that effort is the manufacturing of lavatory hoppers,
which are a unique product necessary in bus transportation garages. 21

J&J Portable Sanitation Products
P.O. Box 614, Crawford, GA 30630 USA
706-743-1900
Email: brooks@jjchem.com
Website: www.jjchem.com
Products: For over 50 years, J&J has provided products for the
portable sanitation industry. Products include hand sanitizers,
soaps, deodorizers, cleaners and degreasers. 21

Monochem (Worldwide Monochem)
See Ad On Page 34
15230 San Fernando Mission Blvd. B107, Mission Hills, CA 92145 USA
512-267-5190
Email: monochem@valterra.com
Website: www.monochem.net
Products: Toilet deodorizers, bio products, odor eliminators, disinfected cleaners, toilet tissue, hand sanitizers, sanitizer dispensors, air
fresheners, product dispensers, sprayer bottles, dumping gloves, window cleaners, tire shine, vehicle wash, wash brushes and handles. 21

Motor Coach Industries
See Ad On Page 5
200 E. Oakton St., Des Plaines, IL 60018
847-764-9145
Email: lynn.marzullo@mcicoach.com
Website: www.mcicoach.com
Company Officers: Brent Maitland, Vice President, Private Sector
Sales and Marketing; Patricia Ziska, Vice President, Private Sector New
Coach Sales
Products: Visit mcicoach.com for information on the MCI Extreme
Clean Commitment Toolkit. MCI is a leading public and private market
motor coach brand, building the J4500 (an industry best-seller for over
a decade), the all-new 35-foot J3500 model, and the workhorse D-Series, including the ADA-accessible MCI D45 CRT LE Commuter
Coach, and the battery-electric, zero-emission D45 CRTe LE. MCI also
provides maintenance, repair, 24-hour roadside assistance, parts, and
technician training through the industry’s only Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) accredited MCI Academy. 21
Prevost
7900 National Service Rd., Greensboro, NC 27409 USA
418-883-3391
Email: deborah.piner@volvo.com
Website: www.prevostcar.com
Products: Prevost Clean + Care is an all encompassing program for
business today. It includes many aspects of Prevost’s service and
programs for operators and it also includes many products that can
help in a world where social distancing and cleaning have become
expected. Products include: New driver barriers; passenger information decals for coach exterior; passenger warning and information
decals for coach interior; floor decals for social distancing spacing;
air purifier systems; improved ventilation with fans in roof hatch
options; hand sanitizer dispensers; alcohol-based hand sanitizer;
electrostatic spraying treatments; filtration systems; masks, face
shields, gloves, safety glasses and other PPE; seat distancing decals,
headrest covers and seat banners; and passenger partitions. Programs
include: Warranty extentions; free online training; storage and exercising of vehicles; cleaning processes and documentation; and
contact-free parts pickup and service dropoff/pickup. 21

SanUVAire, LLC
See Ad On Page 19
6435 W. Quaker St., Orchard Park, NY 14127 USA
888-611-6660
Email: sales@sanuvaire.com
Website: www.sanuvaire.com
Company Officers: Chad Sleiman
Products: Breathe-Safe UVGI systems for in-HVAC & in-duct air purification, coil disinfection, air filtration and surface sanitation for transit
buses, rail cars and facilities; Surface-Safe UVGI systems fixed and
portable options for surface sterilization: S-MT Mobile Sterilization
Tower, S-WAND portable sterilization wand and EDS–Environment Disinfection System–fixed ceiling wall mount UVGI fixture for transit vehicles and facilities. Also offered are S-Purifyer 1.0 All-in-One Stand
Alone UVGI air purification systems for ambulances, minivan fleets,
school buses, para-transit buses and other transit vehicles. 21
Unit Chemical Corporation
See Ad Opposite
7360 Commercial Way, Henderson, NV 89014 USA
800-879-8648/702-564-6454
Email: mchaplar@unitchemical.com

Website: www.unitchemical.com
Company Officers: Raymond Chaplar, Michael Chaplar
Products: Disinfectants–Timsen Corona Quat, MEDI-ZAP and ZAP256 (all on EPA N-List–effective against COVID-19); Pot Shot toilet
deodorants; ODOR-X deodorant; SPIFFY vehicle wash; UNI-KLEEN
floor and wall cleaner; and Timsen-Air/Odor Blocks tablets. 21

Vapor Bus International–A Wabtec Company
1010 Johnson Dr., Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 USA
847-777-6400
Email: vaporbusinfo@wabtec.com
Website: www.vapordoors.com
Company Officers: Robert Gallant, Vice President & General Manager;
John Condon, Vice President Sales & Marketing-North America
Products: Vapor’s vShield® Door protects bus operators and improves air circulation in cockpit area. The vShield Protection Door
provides a critical defensive barrier and protects bus operators from
physical assaults and unwanted passenger interactions. A large, laminated safety glass functions as a sneeze guard, and an electric window allows operator/passenger interaction and can be closed quickly
and easily. Two high-velocity, selectable-speed fans provide optimal
air circulation in the cockpit area. An optional MERV 15-rated filter
removes airborne bacteria, attached viruses and irritants including
dust, mold and pollen. A heavy-duty door lock mechanism maintains
secured, positive contact and eliminates rattle. The door is manufactured by Vapor Bus International–A Wabtec Company, and is custom designed for each vehicle for exact fit. For new bus and retrofit
applications. 21

TRY IT SPECIAL
ONLY 28 CENTS
PER USE GALLON
DELIVERED

EFFECTIVE AGAINST COVID-19
ON EPA’S APPROVED DISINFECTANT N-LIST
APPROVED FOR FOGGING
APPROVED FOR MECHANICAL SPRAYING
(800) 879-8648 - info@unitchemical.com
January/February 2021
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From Worldwide Monochem

Advanced Cleaning Technologies From A Company You Can Trust

COVID-19 has reshaped how the motorcoach industry views its
cleaning procedures and protocols. While operators have always seen
cleaning as important, it has become the center of the conversation for
most customers, and something that companies are engineering as a
competitive advantage. But like bus companies, not all cleaning products and suppliers are created equally. While the pandemic has brought
many new and exciting advances in the cleaning realm, it has also
brought out many wolves in sheep's clothing.
“We have seen a lot of products that are simply not what they say
they are hit the market in the last 12 months,” Tammy Moyer, of Worldwide Monochem, said.
“We have seen cleaners advertised as sanitizers, hand sanitizers without the needed amount of alcohol to be effective, even chemicals that
are downright harmful when used in aerosol marketed as being able to
be used in foggers. Buyers need to make sure they are buying from
companies they trust.”
This is good advice, as there have been many times when opportunistic retailers prey on good-intentioned businesses during times
of crisis.
Moyer continued, “We pride ourselves on being more than a supplier.
We really see ourselves as a partner in making sure that our customers
have what they need to meet their goals.”
WorldWide Monochem, a division of Valterra Products LLC, is a
longtime supplier to the motorcoach industry. They have been manufacturing sanitation products, used in the United States, Canada, and
Mexico, for over 60 years, and have served both the public and private
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transportation sectors. Their products include industrial strength
BioToilet Treatments, Disinfectant Cleaners, Odor Eliminators, Air
Fresheners, Fleet Wash, Eco-Friendly Tire Shine, All-Purpose Cleaners,
Hand Sanitizers and dispensers, as well as Toilet Tissue.
Since the beginning of the pandemic, Monochem has continued to
research and develop advanced cleaning technologies to eliminate a
broad spectrum of germs, including the COVID virus. Their efforts
have allowed them to maintain a staff of over 400 employees, dedicated
to bringing high-quality products to market. Their 2019 acquisition by
Valterra Products LLC strengthened the Monochem brand and products, and added a new line of goods to their catalog. These include
sewer hoses, tire monitoring systems, solar products, and more.
Monochem has partnered with Temsa USA Bus Manufacturers with
an exclusive distribution deal that has paired Monochem products and
the power of Temsa’s network. Their facilities in Florida, California,
and New Jersey have many Monochem products in stock and ready
to ship. You do not need to be a Temsa customer to take advantage of
this relationship.
“We are proud of our reputation in the Motorcoach industry. We have
worked hard to partner with great operators, and regional and national
associations as well. We know that our value goes beyond our great
products; it hinges on our service. That is what sets us apart. We aren't
some catalog to order cleaning supplies from, we are your partners in
clean, and we have built our business on that promise,” Moyer added.
To learn more about Worldwide Monochem, or their parent company
Valterra Products, visit monochem.net.
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seating/fabrics
Amaya-Astron Seating
See Ad On Page 20
Pirules 16E, Complejo Industrial Cuamatla, Cuautitlán Izcalli,
54730 MEXICO
+52(55)5881-2007
Email: donovan@amaya-astron.com.mx
Website: www.amaya-astronseating.com
Company Officers: Donovan Albarran, Vice President Export Sales; Rose Arellano, Sales and Customer Service
Products: The Amaya-Astron Seating models: Alpha, Sigma, A-220 & GT provide
the latest in ergonomic technology and passenger safety, fulfilling the FMVSS and
CMVSS standards for 3-point seat belt seats and provide more legroom because of
their thinner seat back design, while maintaining comfort in the seat. Amaya-Astron
Seating continues developing seats, which use the highest quality materials and
technological advances. The seats also have a large list of options to meet and exceed customers’ expectations and requirements. The most common of these are the
automatic footrests, grab handles, airline style and flip-up tray tables, cup holders,
mesh magazine pockets and USB/110V outlets. Amaya-Astron also offers luxuryseating options as the 2+1 seats. For sales and service inquiries in the United States
and Canada, contact: Bob Greene bgreene45@cox.net or Jeff Goldwasser interiors@jeffgoldwasser.com. 21

Camira
See Ad Opposite
2476 Waldorf Court, NW, Grand Rapids, MI 49544 USA
616-288-0655
Email: camira-usa@camirafabrics.com Website: www.camirafabrics.com
Products: As a global textile manufacturer, Camira, offers total fabric solutions for passenger transport interiors. Known for its traditional plush wool
moquettes, Camira’s manufacturing expertise also covers lighter weight pile
fabrics with added design and texture; contemporary flat weave fabrics for seating, vinyls, leathers; and a wide range of ancillary interior trim fabrics for other
surfaces within motorcoaches. Transportation fabric collections include Aura,
Aura Twist, Fusion, Vigor, Vision, Vita and Rhino. Added fabric protection
comes from Defender, Camira’s triple action, long-lasting fabric treatment,
which has an invisible protective shield making fabrics anti-bacterial, anti-fungal
and anti-stain. As well as an extensive portfolio of stocked ranges for motorcoach interiors, Camira has an in-house design team who can customize.
Whether a stocked range or custom-made, Camira’s transport fabrics are
designed to coordinate with a wide range of other options. That includes
leather and vinyl, as well as trim options for piping, headrests, wall side and
ceiling finishes, and curtaining to provide flexible options for combination
seats using more than one material type. Camira is represented by Wagner &
Associates (Phone: 919-552-4466) and Transportation Products Sales and
Service (Phone: 724-640-8826). 19
Chestnut Ridge Foam, Inc.
See Ad On Page 36
443 Warehouse Dr. , Latrobe, PA 15650 USA
800-234-2734
Email: info@crfoam.com Website: www.crfoam.com
Products: CR SAFGUARD® XL seat cushioning combines fire-resistance with
durability. Traditional FMVSS 302 cushioning burns profusely when exposed to
minor open flame sources. The rapid spread of flames with this minimum requirement poses a serious danger to ridership, particularly, those with mobility chal-

lenges. CR SAFGUARD® XL offers a high level of fire-performance that minimizes the hazards of cushioning as the largest fuel source, reducing both risk and
liability.
For detailed cushioning designs, TRAX® advanced fire-resistant molded cushioning is the ideal solution for accomplishing modern cushioning designs in combination with a high level of fire performance. The molding process allows for
multiple contours within a seat design to achieve an impressive and distinct appearance. This process also eliminates costly waste and labor associated with cutto-shape cushions and provides dimensional accuracy for repetitive parts.
CR SAFGUARD® XL and TRAX® are fully compliant with F.T.A. fire performance criteria verified through internal testing capabilities. 19

De Leo Transportation Fabrics
53 Dwight Pl., Fairfield, NJ 07004 USA
973-439-6801
Email: iarslan@deleoco.com Website: www.deleotf.com
Company Officers: Ismail Arslan, Vice President Business Development
Products: De Leo Transportation Fabrics offers velvet compositions including
100 percent polyester, 100 percent acrylic, 85/15 wool/nylon, 30/70 wool polyester constructions, 100 percent polyester flat wovens and vinyls. DLT is dedi-

Camira
StaySafe
Now available from Camira for bus & coach
fabrics, this advanced textile treatment destroys
viruses and kills bacteria – ensuring upholstery
does not act as a potential source of transmission.
Learn more at www.camirafabrics.com/staysafe.
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cated to providing custom designs, custom coloring, and innovative and durable
qualities to pass all required industry standards. 21

E. Schoepf GmbH & Co KG
Rathausstrasse 18-24, Stammbach 95236 GERMANY
+49 9256/800
Email: info@e-schoepf.de Website: www.e-schoepf.de
Products: The medium-sized family business E. SCHOEPF GmbH & Co. KG
has been in existence more than 160 years. Today, it produces high-quality technical fabrics. It produces certified seat covers, side panels as well as ceiling panels and curtains for brands of the automotive industry, for urban traffic operation
(buses and trains) and for seat manufacturers. Also provided are highly elastic
fabrics or vacuum moulding materials for manufacturers of construction, industrial and agricultural vehicles.
Creative design, highest quality (certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001)
and environmentally appropriate production (DIN EN ISO 14001) are inextricable at E. SCHOEPF. Its fully integrated production processes ensure extensive know-how, short reaction times and effective development services. This
meets the highest requirements of its customers in a targeted and timely manner – paired with delivery reliability for customer satisfaction. 19
Freedman Mobility Seating (FMS)
See Ad On Page 15
7346 W 400 N, Rochester, IN 46975 USA
574-542-2001
Website: www.fmsseating.com
Products: On December 21, 2011 Freedman Seating Company purchased the assets
of Braun Seating. The new company, FBSA LLC d/b/a Freedman Mobility Seating,
is a wholly owned subsidiary of Freedman Seating, operating out of a 110,000
square-foot manufacturing facility in Leiters Ford, IN, with a continued focus on
servicing the needs of the commercial transportation market. Freedman Mobility
Seating, FMS, produces seats for the mobility van market, as well as high line seat-
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ing for the small and mid-sized bus market. FMS Seating leverages the industry
experience, market knowledge, product breadth and manufacturing capabilities of
both companies to provide quality products, service, and support. 20

Freedman Seating Company
See Ad On Page 15
4545 W. Augusta Blvd., Chicago, IL 60651 USA
773-524-2440
Email: jp.paonessa@freedmanseating.com Website: www.freedmanseating.com
Company Officers: Dan Cohen, Pres.; John Mienik, National Sales Manager
Products: For over 125 years, Freedman Seating has been engineering and manufacturing seats and seating-related products for many different applications. Its product
lines include bus, rail, marine, delivery truck, specialty and commercial vehicle seating.
Consistent growth and expansion has earned Freedman Seating recognition as a leading
manufacturer of transportation seating solutions. Manufacturing seats for buses, Freedman Seating supplies major OEMs, over 250 bus distributors, the federal government,
and many states and municipalities. The family of Freedman Seating bus seats includes
products for small and mid-sized coaches, para-transit vans and buses, public transit
buses, and private bus operators. 20

Kiel Seats North America LLC
4519 Wyland Dr., Elkhart, IN 46516 USA
574-293-3600
Email: office@kielna.com Website: www.kielna.com
Products: Kiel Seats North America is part of the international Kiel Group,
a manufacturer of transit seating systems for commercial vehicles and public
transportation, including buses on the local, regional, and intercity level. 17
Lantal Textiles, Inc.
1300 Langenthal Dr., P. O. Box 965, Rural Hall, NC 27045 USA
800-334-3309
Website: www.lantal.com

Products: Supplier of flat woven fabric to the bus, rail and aviation markets. Man
ufactured in North Carolina, Lantal’s fabrics meet or exceed the specifications required by the industry as well as Buy America for the transit market. Free design
services available. 17

Lazzerini Corporation
1011 Herman St., Elkhart, IN 46516 USA
574-206-4769
Email: info@lazzerini.us Website: www.lazzerini.us
Products: Lazzerini Corporation is a U.S. based subsidiary of Italian seating
company, Lazzerini S.r.l. Founded in 1967, Lazzerini, S.r.l. designs and manufactures innovative and lightweight passenger seats for the global mass transit markets
with localized operations in the United Kingdom, Europe, Hong Kong, New Zealand
and Canada. In 2015, Lazzerini Corporation was established in Elkhart, IN, and is
manufacturing and supplying Buy America compliant seats.
Lazzerini is known and respected for its ability and know-how in the intelligent use of latest technology materials, to create standard flexible seating
platforms combined with fully modular construction. This allows for easy customization, installation, maintenance and efficient vehicle packaging that optimizes passenger “living space” and vehicle seating capacity. 19
Morbern Inc.
401 Fraley Rd., High Point, NC 27263 USA
888-MORBERN
Email: sales@morbern.com Website: www.morbern.com
Products: Blockade, Barricade, Endurance, Marathon, (n)Motion!, and Ambassador ULS upholstery fabrics. 19

RECARO North America, Inc.
49200 Halyard Dr., Plymouth, MI 48170 USA
800-873-2276
Email: aftermarket@recaro-automotive.com
Products: RECARO Automotive Seating is a manufacturer of ergonomic operator seats. Recaro has been manufacturing mass transit commercial seats for over
20 years. The company’s North American-built seats fit nearly all applications.
The Recaro Ergo line of seating is flexible and durable to meet the mass transit
markets. 20

Sardo Bus & Coach Upholstery
See Ad On Page 11
503 S. Main Ave., Minneola, FL 34715 USA
512 W. Rosecrans Ave., Gardena, CA 90248 USA
800-654-3824
Email: sandy@sardobus.com Website: www.sardobus.com
Company Officers: Lou Sardo, President; Sandra Follis, President of Sales; Kathy
Cruse, National Sales Manager; Angela Woodward, Transit Account Coordinator
Products: Sardo Bus & Coach Upholstery’s quality craftsmanship and
unique customer service has made it an industry leader in motorcoach and
transit refurbishment. Sardo’s Original Professional Mobile Road Crew is a
trendsetter, providing experienced on-site installation service at customers’ facilities. This minimizes down time and gives personal attention to every detail.
Sardo guarantees its workmanship for as long as the customer owns the coach.
Sardo offers a wide variety of innovative styles, color combinations and patterns utilizing the finest quality materials for interior refurbishment. It also
manufactures custom fit seat covers for mail-out service with seat cover liners
for easy installation.
For flooring needs, Sardo can install a brand new complete floor, or just
replace the entrance area steps for the ultimate first impression. Sardo provides
seating options for transit authorities all over the United States and Canada.
With Lou Sardo’s patented quick release insert design, transit authorities are
finding superior replacement options at a fraction of the cost. Lou Sardo has
developed many innovative products for the transit, rail and bus industries.
This includes new affordable social distancing bands, and driver and passenger
protective shields that have been well received in the industry. At Sardo, we
pride ourselves on delivering the best quality refurbishment while offering a
great selection of seating options at an affordable price. Visit the Sardo website, like its Facebook page, and join Sardo on LinkedIn to learn more about
its products and services. 21

Freedman PPE Protects In Public Spaces
Freedman Seating has developed new products to help fight the
spread of germs in commercial, hospitality, medical and professional
buildings.
Last April, Freedman Seating Company, with essential manufacturing in Illinois and Indiana, introduced a new line of safety products intended to help curb the spread of germs on commercial and
mass transportation. Freedman has developed PPE for
public spaces.
“There is nothing more
important to us than to protect the safety and wellbeing of our employees,
business partners and
America’s economic infrastructure. Every decision
we make, and action we
take, keeps those principles
in mind,” said Dan Cohen, president of Freedman Seating. “Our team
is proud to develop and manufacture PPE to help keep America moving, responding and delivering hope.”
“Freedman’s Passenger (and Public) Protective Equipment, or PPE, includes several products that have been tried and tested in public places:
• Passenger Sneeze Guards — Made from a clear, soft yet durable
vinyl that is easy to replace, easy to clean, and UV and mildew resistant. It is mounted at the top of a passenger seat, behind the passenger’s
head, providing protection from sneezes, coughs, droplets and other
airborne person-to-person threats and germs. These guards can be easily added in the field to existing Freedman passenger seats or Ford™
Transit Wagon passenger seats. It is a safe solution for hotel, medical
and community transit needs.
• Social Distance Seat Bands — Communicate social distancing
restrictions with a durable seat band, wrapped around any seat designated Do Not Sit in English and/or Spanish. These antimicrobial bands
can be applied to any seat application in a vehicle, waiting room, office building, lobby or venue, etc.
“Adding PPE is a significant step forward in improving safety and
trust within our commercial and professional spaces at a time when attracting and retaining customers is extremely tough,” said Cohen. “This
new line of PPE products represents another benchmark in Freedman’s
125-year history as an innovator of seating and safety solutions.”
Freedman Seating is a seat manufacturer in Chicago, IL; designing,
engineering, and manufacturing seat related products for many different markets, including small bus, mid-size coach, heavy-duty transit,
rail, marine, delivery truck, and para-transit. Freedman Seating is
an ISO 9001 registered company with an on-site A2LA Accredited
Mechanical Testing Lab. Visit www.freedmanseating.com.
“Freedman Seating Co. Passenger Guard assemblies are manufactured with
materials and tolerances that are crafted to safely and reliably pair with Freedman
Seating brand passenger seat products. Freedman Seating recommends against
combining other manufacturers’ accessories with genuine Freedman Seating Co.
products—and expressly disclaims any liability for damages or injury arising
out of any such unauthorized combinations.”

Trailways Annual Meeting Cancelled
The 2021 Trailways Annual Meeting Scheduled for
February 19-26, 2021, in Palm Springs, CA, is cancelled.
Trailways will hold a one-day virtual meeting
on February 17, 2021.
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Motor Coach Industries

Motor Coach Industries

MCI® J4500

MCI® J3500

With best-in-class interior space and dramatic lighting
throughout, the 2021 MCI J4500 comes with new technology features that make the industry’s bestseller even more appealing.
In addition to industry-leading legroom and a new swing-out electric e-Fan cooling package to help fuel efficiency, the luxurious
MCI J4500 now features, as standard, the lighter, more efficient
X12 Cummins engine and the new MCI Connect telematics system
for rapid, technical responsiveness and maximum uptime.
Options continue to include the next-generation ADAS (Advanced Driver Assistance Systems) with collision mitigation upgrades on Bendix Fusion that integrates a forward-facing camera
with vehicle recognition software – to detect and stop for stationary objects and offer lane departure warning and traffic sign
recognition. A state-of-the-art optional 360-degree camera provides a bird’s eye view around the coach for better maneuvering
at low speeds.
MCI J-Series coaches also come with the longest, most comprehensive warranty, and are backed by responsive technical support, roadside assistance, maintenance and repair, NFI Parts
supply and MCI Academy training.

Discover the big appeal of the best small coach yet. MCI’s 35foot coach comes with all of the styling and comfort hallmarks
of the best-selling J4500, with seating for up to 44 passengers,
an optional rear window, a powerful Cummins engine with the
J4500 electric cooling package, and a turning radius of under 33
feet to help maneuver the tight spots.
Utilizing more of the same J4500 components, the MCI J3500
features the same windows and windshields, and a modern driver
cockpit, along with the patented spiral entryway and interior trim
packages and seating options. The two-axle model also has the
J4500 front and drive axle (no tag), and best-in-class payload capacity with the largest underfloor baggage space featuring two
baggage bays and common doors.

Model...........................................................................................................J4500
Length..........................................................................................................45’ 7”
Height........................................................................................................140.75”
Seating Capacity .................................................................................Up to 60
Headroom ..................................................................................................78.25”
Wheelbase......................................................................................................315”
Turning Radius...........................................................................................40’11”
Fuel Tank Capacity ................................................................................183 gal.
Suspension..............................................................Independent front & tag
GVWR ..................................................................................................54,000 lbs.
Engine ............................................................Cummins X12, 410hp or 455hp
Transmission ..............................Gen V Allison B500, 6-speed automatic
with prognostics capability
Brakes ....................................................Bendix® ADB22X™ Air Disc Brakes

Model...........................................................................................................J3500
Passenger Capacity..........................With lav 40- standard; 44- optional
Overall Length .........................................................................................35’ 10”
Overall Height .........................................................................................140.75”
GVWR ..................................................................................................42,000 lbs.
Interior Ceiling Height ...........................................................................78.25”
Wheelbase .................................................................................................228.8”
Turning radius..........................................................................................32’ 10”
Fuel Tank Capacity ................................................................................164 gal.
Engine...............................................................................Cummins L9, 350hp,
1350 lb-ft torque w/engine brake
Transmission: .............................Gen V Allison B500, 6-speed automatic
with prognostics capability
Brakes ....................................................Bendix® ADB22X™ Air Disc Brakes
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Motor Coach Industries; 200 East Oakton St.,
Des Plaines, IL 60018; 847-285-2000; 800-428-7626;
Email: marketing@mcicoach.com;
Website: www.mcicoach.com

Motor Coach Industries

Motor Coach Industries

MCI® D45 CRT LE

MCI® Battery-Electric J4500e
and D45 CRTe LE CHARGE

Altoona-tested and Buy America compliant, the MCI D45 CRT
LE Commuter Coach provides unparalleled accessibility. To meet
tomorrow’s transportation demands today, the D45 CRT platform
can be equipped with either clean diesel or battery-electric configurations. Built for Commuter Rapid Transit (CRT), the MCI D45
CRT LE delivers all the advantages of a proven high-floor design,
combined with a breakthrough Low-Entry (LE) vestibule for unprecedented accessibility, especially for passengers using mobility devices.
The next-generation D-Series model was developed with evaluations from the National Council on Independent Living and the
American Association for People with Disabilities, among others.
Features include an automatic curb-level ramp that accommodates a wider variety of mobility aids such as next-generation
motorized wheelchairs. The forward door features an ergonomically-designed spiral entryway, enhanced lighting and supportive
grab rails for comfort and visibility at entry. The dual-entry technology cuts dwell times to match low-floor transit boarding times.
Spacious, comfortable seating accommodates 54 passengers
overall, adjusting to 52 when accommodating two passengers
with mobility devices. Model variants underway include a full
high-floor coach model (D45 CRT) and CNG propulsion.

Model .................................................................................................D45 CRT LE
Overall Length .........................................................................................45’ 10”
Overall Height ...........................................................................................138.6”
Seating Capacity..................................................................................Up to 54
Headroom ..................................................................................................78.25”
Wheelbase......................................................................................................315”
Turning Radius..........................................................................................40’ 11”
Fuel Tank Capacity ................................................................................164 gal.
Fuel Options ..................................................Clean-diesel, Battery-electric
GVWR ..................................................................................................54,000 lbs.
Engine Options.........................Cummins X12 or all-electric high-torque
Siemens electric drive system
Transmission.................................................................................Allison B500
Brakes ....................................................Bendix® ADB22X™ Air Disc Brakes

MCI moves into electric propulsion teamed up with New
Flyer’s half century of expertise. All 100 percent battery electric
models — MCI J4500e CHARGE and MCI D45 CRTe LE CHARGE —
offer impressive power, a smooth quiet ride and zero emissions.
MCI matches its time-tested reliability of its two most popular
models with battery-electric propulsion and charging methods,
adopted from New Flyer’s battery-electric Xcelsior CHARGE™ for
high dependability.
MCI’s platform includes electric driven components, from electric heat and AC systems to power steering; a high-torque
Siemens electric drive system; Nickel Manganese Cobalt (NMC)
Lithium Ion batteries with high power plug-in battery charging
to 100 percent in under three hours (D45 CRTe LE) or four hours
(J4500e); and regenerative braking for energy efficiency and
solid stopping power. Stylish, reliable and comfortable, these are
the long-distance models that will get eco-conscious commuters
from their cars.
Motor Coach Industries; 200 East Oakton St.,
Des Plaines, IL 60018; 847-285-2000; 800-428-7626;
Email: marketing@mcicoach.com;
Website: www.mcicoach.com

Model........................................Battery-Electric J4500e and D45 CRTe LE
Overall Length ....................................................................J 45’ 7”/ D 45’ 10”
Seating Capacity................................J 56 passengers/ D 54 passengers
Headroom ..................................................................................................78.25”
Wheelbase......................................................................................................315”
Front Suspension .............................................................Independent front
GVWR ...................................................................J 54,000 lbs./ D 54,000 lbs.
Propulsion System.................................................................Siemens motor
Batteries.........................65 Ah NMCI Lithium Ion Ultra-High Energy cell
by XALT, total storage capacity: J=589 kWh/D=489 kWh
Brakes ....................................................Bendix® ADB22X™ Air Disc Brakes
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ABC Companies

Van Hool TX Motorcoach

Van Hool CX45 Motorcoach

For premium tour and charter operators, the highline, luxurious
Van Hool TX takes the passenger transport experience to the next
level. Enhanced and improved to meet and exceed operational needs,
the Van Hool TX integrates a variety of key upgrades designed to improve handling, optimize maintenance, increase passenger comfort
and enhance overall curb appeal.
Available in 40- and 45-foot lengths, the TX luxury touring coach
series combines the ultimate sophistication in engineering, styling
and design with a robust, reliable performance. It’s in a class by itself,
delivering high traveling style across North America. The TX45 is also
available with an optional second door. This configuration allows for
greater ease in loading and unloading the coach.

The Van Hool C-coach model has been a staple of North American
fleets for over 15 years, and has consistently delivered reliability
and versatility to fleets while providing the luxury customers have
come to expect. The CX45 offers a new interior and exterior design
that integrates a host of new safety features, with the bonus of increased mechanical serviceability.
The CX series is available in 35- and 45-foot models, and brings
Van Hool’s quality design and engineering, plus rugged reliability
and the perfect flexibility, to a fleet. With parts interchangeability,
fleet maintenance is a lot easier. The 35- and 45-foot models share
a nearly identical design. Their high level of parts and components
interchangeability drive some high-value benefits to operators. A
dramatic reduction in spare parts investment is an obvious advantage, but for operators who already run the Van Hool CX45 in their
fleets, the need for driver and mechanic training is greatly mitigated.

ABC Companies; 17469 West Colonial Drive
Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA; 407-656-7977
E-mail: abcinfo@abc-companies.com
Website: www.abc-companies.com

Model................................................................................................Van Hool TX
Seating Capacity.................40’—48 Passengers with 3-point seat belts
45’—56 Passengers with 3-point seat belts
Length.......................................................................................................40’; 45’
Width ...............................................................................................................102”
Height ...........................................................................................................12’ 2”
Inside Height ..................................................................................................77”
Engine ...........................................Detroit Diesel DD13 (450HP)—Standard;
Cummins X12 (425HP)—Optional
Transmission.................................................................................Allison B500
Chassis .......................................................................................Stainless Steel
Air Conditioning ....................................................Integrated HVAC System
Wheelchair Lift Option..............................................................Braun NL-502
Steering................................................................ZF Variable Ratio Steering
Suspension ............................Independent Front & Tag Axle Suspension
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ABC Companies; 17469 West Colonial Drive
Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA; 407-656-7977
E-mail: abcinfo@abc-companies.com
Website: www.abc-companies.com

Model...........................................................................................Van Hool CX45
Seating Capacity .........................56 Passengers with 3-point seat belts
Length...............................................................................................................45’
Width ...............................................................................................................102”
Height ............................................................................................................11’ 6”
Engine ...........................................Detroit Diesel DD13 (450HP)—Standard;
Cummins X12 (425HP)—Optional
Transmission.................................................................................Allison B500
Chassis .......................................................................................Stainless Steel
Air Conditioning ....................................................Integrated HVAC System
Wheelchair Lift Option ..............................................................Braun NL-501
Steering................................................................ZF Variable Ratio Steering
Suspension ............................Independent Front & Tag Axle Suspension

ABC Companies

ABC Companies

Van Hool CX35 Motorcoach
With many exclusive features unique to the small-coach segment, the Van Hool CX35 offers a truly user-friendly design. Featuring front-to-rear flat passenger floor design, the coach’s
102-inch exterior width and full-size coach height offer a roomy
and spacious cabin design, with no step-up throughout.
The integrated A/C system translates to more luggage space
below, plus a curved passenger entry is both aesthetically pleasing
and offers the same uniform step height as the CX45 for passenger
boarding. The CX35 also features a mid-ship wheelchair lift. Van
Hool also offers this in an optional rear passenger door option.
The CX series is available in 35- and 45-foot models, and
brings Van Hool’s quality design and engineering, plus rugged reliability and the perfect flexibility, to a fleet. With parts interchangeability, fleet maintenance is a lot easier. The 35- and 45foot models share a nearly identical design. Their high level of
parts and components interchangeability drive some high-value
benefits to operators. A dramatic reduction in spare parts investment is an obvious advantage, but for operators who already run
the Van Hool CX45 in their fleets, the need for driver and mechanic training is greatly mitigated.
ABC Companies; 17469 West Colonial Drive
Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA; 407-656-7977
E-mail: abcinfo@abc-companies.com
Website: www.abc-companies.com
Model ...........................................................................................Van Hool CX35
Seating Capacity .........................38 Passengers with 3-point seat belts
Length ...............................................................................................................35’
Width ...............................................................................................................102”
Height ............................................................................................................11’ 6”
Engine .............................................................................Cummins L9 (345HP)
Transmission.................................................................................Allison B500
Chassis .......................................................................................Stainless Steel
Air Conditioning ....................................................Integrated HVAC System
Wheelchair Lift Option ..............................................................Braun NL-501
Steering................................................................ZF Variable Ratio Steering
Suspension.................................................Independent Front Suspension

Van Hool TDX
Double Deck Intercity Coach
The highline Van Hool TDX double deck coach makes a bold statement in any marketplace. With passenger seating up to 81, this coach
is an industry frontrunner in reduced carbon emissions and fuel consumption — providing an additional 43 percent more passenger capacity, and up to 486 passenger miles per gallon.
Featuring a dramatic upper deck sky view rooftop, centrally located
restroom, ample storage, front and rear stairs, dual-deck entertainment
system and more, the TDX offers one of the most innovative coach designs offered to the U.S. traveling public since the Scenicruiser®.
The generously proportioned steps and wide doorways provide
easy access, as well as easy loading and unloading, from both the
front and the rear staircases. The lowered aisle and increased interior height enables every passenger to walk upright through the
coach. Three-point seat belts are standard on all seats. Individual
lighting and ventilation, together with state-of-the-art, integrated
heating and air conditioning systems with upper and lower controls
at each level, provide a comfortable environment for all passengers.
ABC Companies; 17469 West Colonial Drive
Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA; 407-656-7977
E-mail: abcinfo@abc-companies.com
Website: www.abc-companies.com

Model .............................................................................................Van Hool TDX
Seating Capacity ................................59 Seats Upper Deck and 22 Seats
Lower Deck (81 Passenger Capacity) with 3-point seat belts
Length................................................................................................44’ 4-9/32”
Width ...............................................................................................................102”
Height ....................................................................................................13’ 1-1/16”
Engine............................................................................Cummins X12 (425HP)
Transmission........................................................................Allison B500R G5
Chassis...................................................Stainless Steel Lower Body Frame
Air Conditioning ....................................................Integrated HVAC System
Wheelchair Lift Option.....................................Foldable Wheelchair (ADA)
Ramp with two tie-down Positions in Lower Deck
Steering................................................................ZF Variable Ratio Steering
Suspension ............................Independent Front & Tag Axle Suspension
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Van Hool CX45E Motorcoach

Van Hool TD925—Skydeck
Skydeck double-deck coaches are currently offered by ABC Companies. They combine the best of two worlds by offering a great
higher-level view for passengers on the upper deck, while the enclosed
lower deck and the coach itself retains standard Van Hool features
and parts commonality.
The Sky Deck Refurbishment Option converts the proven doubledeck to an open-top sightseeing bus that offers many exclusive features, including up to 85 passenger capacity — that’s 15 more seats
than standard open-top competitors. The Race Deck Option is the ultimate double-deck entertainer coach, with an upper level observation
deck perfect for entertaining at any event, in unique style. Also available in a conversion shell that can be customized. For more information, contact ABC Companies at 800-222-2871.
ABC Companies; 17469 West Colonial Drive
Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA; 407-656-7977
E-mail: abcinfo@abc-companies.com
Website: www.abc-companies.com

Model .......................................................................Van Hool TD925–Skydeck
Seating Capacity ...........................................................................Customized
Length................................................................................................44’ 4-9/32”
Width ...............................................................................................................102”
Height ....................................................................................................13’ 1-1/16”
Engine.....................................................................Cummins ISX 11.9 (425HP)
Transmission ....................................................ZF Astronic or Allison B500
Chassis...................................................Stainless Steel Lower Body Frame
Steering................................................................ZF Variable Ratio Steering
Suspension .......................................................Electronically Level Control
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Now North American operators can take advantage of a true zeroemission vehicle built on the proven Van Hool CX Series platform. Featuring the industry’s leading energy-dense E2 battery system from
Proterra, an optimized chassis that has been engineered for balanced
weight distribution, and premium passenger and driver amenities, the
CX45E is purpose-built to support a carbon-free future without compromising rideability, passenger comfort or performance.
Combining the modular Siemens drive-train system with Proterra’s
E2 high power, high density battery system — in conjunction with the
innovative converter technology and energy efficient auxiliary system
components for HVAC, Dynamic Braking, Passenger Entertainment
Power Steering and more — the CX45E is designed to achieve daily
range targets for operators. The vehicle’s zero emissions, quiet battery
drive offers a smooth and comfortable ride, with very low noise levels
to enhance the passenger experience like never before.
Passengers will enjoy the smooth, quiet ride enveloped in Van Hool
signature elegant interior styling, comfortable seating, ample legroom,
digital amenities and innumerable passenger security features.
ABC Companies; 17469 West Colonial Drive
Winter Garden, FL 34787 USA; 407-656-7977
E-mail: abcinfo@abc-companies.com
Website: www.abc-companies.com

Model.........................................................................................Van Hool CX45E
Seating Capacity .........................56 Passengers with 3-point seat belts
Length...............................................................................................................45’
Width ...............................................................................................................102”
Height ............................................................................................................11’ 6”
Battery Type..........................................................................................Proterra
Transmission..........................Direct drive from Siemens electric motor
Chassis........................................................................Stainless Steel Chassis
Air Conditioning ....................................................Integrated HVAC System
Steering................................................................ZF Variable Ratio Steering
Suspension .......................................................Electronically Level Control

Daimler Coaches North America

Daimler Coaches North America

Setra ComfortClass S407

Setra TopClass S417

The Setra ComfortClass S407 features quality, luxury, German
engineering, and European styling-for a lot less. Plus, it comes with
Daimer Coaches North America's world-class aftermarket support.
From commuter travel to luxury group tours and charters, the S407
delivers economical operating costs, including a Mercedes-Benz
OM471 engine with BlueTec for optimized fuel efficiency.
Passengers can relax on long journeys thanks to spacious
cabin designs, flush-mount ceiling lighting, advanced air delivery
and filtration, and seats crafted by Setra. There's also an ergonomic cockpit with an instrument panel designed for greater
functionality and intuitive operation.
The focus of the ComfortClass is cost-efficiency-built to help
operators run their business effectively, efficiently, and without
stress. With the S407, they will have the same great reliability and
durability that all Setra products are known for. Plus, designs that
deliver economical operating costs, the ability to accommodate
more trips within a fleet, and extra-low lifecycle expenditures are
provided. And even better, the S407 comes with full-service, Daimler-backed aftersales support for operators across North America.

Unmistakable design, outstanding quality, and unprecedented comfort, that's the Setra TopClass S417. Perfect for tours and high-end
charters, the S417 brings advanced product design, onboard comfort,
and environmental efficiency. Plus, there's innovative safety technology, like cornering lights, rain/light sensors, and the Front Collision
Guard system, engineered to protect in the event of frontal impact.
The TopClass S417 has always been a valuable asset for operators
across North America. Raising the bar for motorcoach travel everywhere, the TopClass exudes comfort, is easy to operate, and was engineered to provide the highest levels of passenger safety.
Passengers will have on-board entertainment and comfort with premium sound, luxury seating, and interior LED lighting. Plus, the stateof-the-art cockpit features a multifunction steering wheel, optimized
color displays, and numerous advancements to assist the driver.
And finally, the TopClass is equipped with the Mercedes-Benz OM
471 engine, coupled with an Allison B500R automatic transmission.
Together, operators will find efficient fuel consumption and emissions, as well as a quieter, smoother, and more comfortable ride.
Daimler's Setra brand coaches are second to none across the globe.

Daimler Coaches North America
2477 Deerfield Dr., Fort Mill, SC 29715
Phone: 1-800-206-9728
Email: zane.gray@daimler.com
Website: www.setrausa.com

Daimler Coaches North America
2477 Deerfield Dr., Fort Mill, SC 29715
Phone: 1-800-206-9728
Email: zane.gray@daimler.com
Website: www.setrausa.com

Model .......................................................................................................S407 CC
Seating Capacity.............................................................................................56
Length...............................................................................................................45’
Width ...............................................................................................................102”
Height.................................................................................................................12’
Engine......................................................................................MB OM 471 12.8 L
Transmission .......................................................................Allison WTB 500R
Air Conditioning...............................................TopAir heating/ventilation/
air conditioning system
Wheelchair Lift Option.................................................................................Yes
Steering....................................................ZF variable-ratio power steering
Suspension..................................................Independent front suspension
with ZF front and tag axles, MB drive

Model.........................................................................................................S417 TC
Seating Capacity.............................................................................................56
Length...............................................................................................................45’
Width ...............................................................................................................102”
Height.................................................................................................................12’
Engine......................................................................................MB OM 471 12.8 L
Transmission .......................................................................Allison WTB 500R
Air Conditioning...............................................TopAir heating/ventilation/
air conditioning system
Wheelchair Lift Option.................................................................................Yes
Steering....................................................ZF variable-ratio power steering
Suspension..................................................Independent front suspension
with ZF front and tag axles, MB drive
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TEMSA

The New TEMSA TS30

TEMSA TS35

The New TEMSA TS30 is a true and only mid-size integral chassis
coach that provides the same level of comfort and amenities as a
full-size coach. This coach created a new segment in the U.S. market
when introduced in 2012, while the new generation was launched in
September 2019.
Redesigned front and rear mask, with a new 6-piece bumper, provides maximum serviceability, tool-free access to main service components and more. With the excellent partnership of Cummins engine,
and the new Eaton Procision Transmission, the New TS30 delivers
smooth shifting and comfortable driving. Those features are combined with superb European quality and craftsmanship to ensure a
high-quality driving experience.
Despite its compact dimensions, the New TS30 has a robust, integral stainless steel design for extra durability and safety. The luxury
design integrates an improved HVAC system common with TEMSA
TS45, increased luggage capacity and restroom space, enlarged
driver area, reduced step height and many other features to provide
a unique travel experience.
The New TS30 is appropriate for smaller groups and operates as
a larger coach. It is fuel-efficient, kind to the environment, and economically reasonable.

The world-class TEMSA TS35 coach is a fully integral designed
mid-size coach that provides the same level of comfort and
amenities as a full-size coach. This mid-size coach offers a luxurious and spacious interior for passengers and drivers.
The TS35 has gone through some impressive enhancements
introduced in early 2016. Still, with the Cummins/Allison driveline, the TS35 provides excellent power and optimum serviceability. This coach is constructed from stainless steel for extra
durability and safety. It is vigorously tested to ensure the highest standards to provide a dependable, high-quality driving experience.
The enhancements include an entryway with new styling, an
expanded driver’s cockpit, increased parts commonality with the
TS30 and TS45, twin alternator application on the engine, rear
engine door for easier maintenance, better accessibility, and as
key safety features ABS (Anti-Lock Braking System), ASR (AntiSlip Regulation), and ESP (Electronic Stability Program) included
as standard.

TEMSA NORTH AMERICA
404 Zell Dr, Orlando, FL 32824
Phone: 833-628-3672
Website: www.temsa.com
Model ...............................................................................................TEMSA TS30
Length..............................................................................................................31.1’
Width .............................................................................................................94.8”
Height ........................................................................................................132.07”
Wheelbase .....................................................................................................185”
Maximum Seating Capacity ..........................34 + 1 with restroom, 36 + 1
Engine......................................................................................Cummins B 6.7 L
Maximum Power.......................................................................250HP (187kW)
Maximum Torque........................................................660 lb-ft @ 1,600 rpm
Transmission...........................................................................Eaton Procision
Fuel Tank Capacity .........................................................................80 U.S. Gal.
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TEMSA NORTH AMERICA
404 Zell Dr, Orlando, FL 32824
Phone: 833-628-3672
Website: www.temsa.com

Model................................................................................................TEMSA TS35
Length ...............................................................................................................35’
Width...............................................................................................................100”
Height ..........................................................................................................138.6”
Wheelbase ...................................................................................................218.1”
Maximum Seating Capacity.......................................40 + 1 with restroom
Engine ............................................................Cummins L9 350 HP–EPA 2017
Maximum Power .....................................................................................350 HP
Maximum Torque.......................................................1,150 lb-ft @ 1,400 rpm
Transmission..............................................Allison B500 (Retarder Option)
Fuel Tank Capacity .........................................................................154 U.S. Gal

TEMSA

Irizar

TEMSA TS45

Irizar i6

TEMSA TS45 is a gamechanger vehicle for a fleet. Its 100 percent
stainless steel frame offers one of the best corrosion resistance.
An American driveline provides raw power and optimum serviceability with a Cummins ISX 12 425 HP engine and Gen 5 Allison
B500 transmission. Featuring a steerable tag axle, it offers easy
maneuverability, even on the narrowest city streets, with 40.2 feet
turning radius.
This 56-passenger coach assists the driver with high safety features. Those include an engine room fire extinguisher system, tire
pressure monitoring system, LDWS, ESP, ABS, ASR, brake pad wear
monitoring and warning system, and 3-point safety belts. Meanwhile, 3-piece bumpers ensure easy serviceability and time-savings.
From cruise control to rear parking sensors, the TS45 has everything demanded from a quality motorcoach.

Irizar USA, a U.S. based company owned entirely by Irizar, is the exclusive
U.S. distributor of the Irizar i6 motorcoach. Irizar is an international company,
formed more than 130 years ago, headquartered in Spain.
The Irizar i6 luxury motorcoaches are specifically engineered and designed for the U.S. market. The Irizar i6 has European curb appeal and a
clean aerodynamic design, incorporating systems and components focusing
on passenger safety and comfort, with the development and additions of
COVID-19 solutions in the buses, including the Eco3 air purifier. The i6 is the
only motorcoach in its class to feature seating that exceeds both FMVSS.207
and FMVSS.210 requirements for anchoring, coupled with 3-point seatbelts.
The Irizar i6 is built for maximum passenger comfort including individual
air conditioning and lighting, armrest and footrest, flat screen monitors,
Wi-Fi and 110v outlets at every seat. The Irizar i6 is designed to improve fuel
economy as it is 10 centimeters narrower at the front and features the
newest Cummins Diesel technology, appropriately matched with the 6-speed
Allison transmission. Irizar strives to be the best-in-class in fuel economy
for the luxury motorcoach sector. This motorcoach is for those who desire
to differentiate their fleet with the sleek design of the i6, a true European
coach that is also fully adapted for the U.S. market.

TEMSA NORTH AMERICA
404 Zell Dr, Orlando, FL 32824
Phone: 833-628-3672
Website: www.temsa.com

Model................................................................................................TEMSA TS45
Length...............................................................................................................45’
Width ...............................................................................................................102”
Height .............................................................................................................138”
Wheelbase ..................................................................................................310.8”
Maximum Seating Capacity.......................................56 + 1 with restroom
Engine ....................................................Cummins ISX 12 425 HP (EPA 2017)
Maximum Power.....................................................................425 HP (317 kW)
Maximum Torque.......................................................1,650 lb-ft @ 1,100 rpm
Transmission..................................Gen 5 Allison B500 (Retarder Option)
Fuel Tank Capacity........................................................................200 U.S. Gal

Irizar USA; Henderson, NV 89014
Phone: 702-431-0707; Email: info@irizarusa.com
Website: www.irizarusa.com
Model........................................................................................................Irizar i6
Seating Capacity............................up to 56 including 3-point seat belts
Length...............................................................................................................45’
Width ...............................................................................................................102”
Height.............................................................................................................12’3”
Wheelbase .....................................................................................................301”
Overhang (front/rear)............................................................ 82.25” / 109.5”
Interior height........................................................................................... 79.8”
Turning radius............................................................................................ 40.8’
Tire Size..........................................................................................315/80 R22.5
Engine.............................................................................Cummins ISX (Diesel)
Transmission.................................................................................Allison B500
Fuel tank capacity ...................................................................... 210 U.S. gal.
Luggage Storage Capacity..........................476/620 cu. ft. (SuperCargo)
Chassis / GVWR .................................................Irizar integral / 54,000 lbs.
Suspension............................................Independent ZF Front & Tag Axles
Air Conditioning..................................................................Hispacold (HVAC)
ADA Wheelchair Lift............................................................................Optional
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Prevost

Prevost

Prevost X3-45
Prevost H3-45
Both modern and timeless, the H-Series™ is clearly a Prevost
thoroughbred. The style is striking — from its distinctively
proud front end to the elegant rear treatment. And the innovative features and functional design are just what passengers
have come to expect from the Prevost brand. Highly recognizable on the road or at the curb — it catches the eye. There is
no mistaking an ordinary bus for the Ultimate in Touring
Coaches: the Prevost H-Series.
HIGHLIGHTS:
LARGEST STORAGE CAPACITY: The Prevost H-Series is
more than just another pretty face. The H-Series coach boasts
the most luggage space on the market with an impressive 470
ft3 / 13.31 m3 of underfloor capacity and the highest deck in
the Prevost lineup.
AMAZING PANORAMIC VIEWS: Flush-mounted, frameless windows ensure trips will include exceptional panoramic views,
greater passenger privacy, and a reduced strain on the air-conditioning system.
MOST ADVANCED MULTIPLEX SYSTEM: Painstakingly developed and rigorously tested to optimize the operational efficiency
and legendary reliability of the H-Series, the Prevost advanced
multiplex system is synonymous with reliability, user-friendliness,
and ease of maintenance.
INNOVATIVE ENGINE COMPARTMENT PACKAGING: Behind
the bold “Prevost” logo on the Prevost H-Series engine compartment panel is the remarkably efficient layout of the potent and
proven Volvo D13 powertrain. The ingenious installation of the
Diesel Particulate Filter, SCR unit, and the Rooftop Diffuser offers
an array of benefits, including reduced engine compartment heat,
easier and safer maintenance, and protection against burns or
fires at ground level.
Prevost: 35 Gagnon Blvd., Ste-Claire, Quebec GOR 2VO CANADA
Tel: 418-883-3391 Toll-Free: 877-773-8678
Website: www.prevostcar.com
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The redesigned Prevost X3-45 boasts an aerodynamically improved
body for dramatically improved fuel economy. The sleek new exterior
stays true to the Prevost family look and delivers an 8 - 10 percent boost
in fuel efficiency. The coach is new and improved, while essential features
like low overall height and generous interior height remain the best in
the industry.
HIGHLIGHTS:
IMPROVED STRUCTURAL RIGIDITY: The incorporation of even more
stainless steel components makes the structure more rigid. The increased
rigidity, along with new front and rear roll bars, means the X3-45 is even
safer than before.
IMPROVED WINDOW RELEASE MECHANISM FOR EASIER EGRESS: All
windows (excluding the wheelchair lift door) can be used as a means of
escape in the event of an emergency, for increased passenger safety.
IMPROVED FRONT HEADLAMPS: Headlamps on the new X3-45 are no
longer integrated into the bumper. For ease of maintenance, the modification was made to allow technicians to quickly change out the headlamps.
ENHANCED DRIVER & PASSENGER VISIBILITY: Refinements to the
cockpit area make the driver’s job safer and more comfortable. With the
windshield slanted inward and the posts now considerably more narrow,
the driver has a more expansive front and side view, while blind spots
have been reduced. In addition, a new gutter at the front of the driver’s
side window catches dirty water from the windshield wiper, ensuring a
cleaner and clearer view.
INCREASED VISIBILITY FOR PASSENGERS: As if increased fuel efficiency wasn’t enough, the new side windows on the X3-45 mean improved visibility for passengers and a more spacious feel to the interior
of the coach.
IMPROVED WHEELCHAIR LIFT STRUCTURE: The structure and functionality of the wheelchair lift have been enhanced for better reliability
and durability.
INCREASED HEADROOM IN WHEELCHAIR AREA: Increased headroom
means improved accessibility and better visibility for the passenger.
NEW SUNBLIND: The gap between the sunshade and the central windshield pillar has been eliminated with a new scissor-type sunshade; resulting in a better experience for the driver and as well as increased visibility
for passengers in the front row.

Prevost

Prevost

Prevost X3-45 Commuter

The Volvo 9700 is an ultimate business tool, delivering both productivity and versatility in every application. It’s a well-equipped coach with
appealing design and a fuel-efficient, yet highly responsive, engine. The
vehicle is the passengers’ choice and the driver’s dream. And not least,
it’s a Volvo, and one of the safest buses on the market.

Volvo 9700
The iconic Prevost X3-45® sets a higher standard for a unique
and upscale intercity commuter coach. The X3-45 Commuter™
provides a smooth, quiet ride for a relaxing commuting environment. Designed to provide quality, performance, and safety, the
Prevost X3-45 Commuter is unmatched in the commuter market.

HIGHLIGHTS:
Exova Certified for structural integrity and Altoona tested
for superior product value and lifecycle efficiency.
Unsurpassed 80-inch high interior environment.
Shorter entry steps, wider entry door, and a wider aisle than
other commuter coaches for easier access.
Proven performance on the nation's most demanding commuter routes.
Modern, comfort-focused interior.
110v electrical outlets easily accesible to all passengers.
LED adjustable individual reading lamps.
Prevost: 35 Gagnon Blvd., Ste-Claire, Quebec GOR 2VO CANADA
Tel: 418-883-3391 Toll-Free: 877-773-8678
Website: www.prevostcar.com

HIGHLIGHTS:
GENUINE VOLVO SAFETY: At Volvo, the company always puts safety
first. It’s in Volvo’s DNA and affects how the company thinks and the way
it designs products. The result is experienced and appreciated by drivers
and passengers worldwide, everyday.
FINE-TUNED TO YOUR BUSINESS: The Volvo 9700 is available with
a choice of optimized equipment. Depending on a company’s operations
and passengers’ expectations, the operator can add services and equipment as needed. The result will be a coach to suit any specific business
– and demanding passengers.
THE DRIVER’S DREAM: The driver’s environment in the Volvo 9700
is designed for unmatched driving comfort. A spacious workplace with
world-class ergonomics helps the driver stay focused and alert. And the
high-torque engine, in combination with the intelligent Volvo I-Shift
transmission, provides a unique driving feel.
THE PASSENGERS’ COACH: The bright and airy interior design, comfortable seats and large tinted windows create an inviting passenger environment. Together with the low interior noise, superior interior climate
system and on-board entertainment system, Volvo can promise a passenger experience surpassing all expectations.

Prevost: 35 Gagnon Blvd., Ste-Claire, Quebec GOR 2VO CANADA
Tel: 418-883-3391 Toll-Free: 877-773-8678
Website: www.prevostcar.com
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Daimler Coaches North America Expands Aftermarket Parts And Service Network

“Daimler Buses is further strengthening its motorcoach business in
the U.S. by joining forces with its North American business unit, Daimler Coaches North America (DCNA), the parts distribution of Daimler
Trucks North America (DTNA), and distributors of Detroit Diesel engines. Setra operators will now fully benefit from the unique infrastructure that DTNA operates in North America,” according to a press
release.
Till Oberwoeder, head of Daimler Buses said, “With the foundation
of our business unit DCNA, Daimler Buses demonstrates, with our
North American bus operations, its commitment to the North American
motorcoach industry and its ambition to continually grow in this core
market. By leveraging our Daimler infrastructure in North America,
we will provide best-in-class-service to our Setra operators and continue to expand our customer base.”
North American Service Centers
As of September 2020, DCNA has partnered with four experienced
and highly qualified Detroit Diesel distributors in the U.S. to significantly grow its service network:
• Interstate Companies (Midwest);
• Penn Power Group (Northeast);
• Stewart and Stevenson (Southeast); and,
• Valley Power Systems (West Coast).
“Daimler Coaches North America has qualified eight new workshop
locations for those selected Detroit Diesel distributors, to perform dedicated motorcoach service. Those service locations will expand their
service for Detroit Diesel engines and Allison transmissions to full
coach support. Their service will now include electrical, HVAC, pneumatics, and interiors. Customers will benefit from this unique full
coach service to the industry: the new workshop set-up will enable

CCW Receives Award To Supply And
Rehab 5 Buses For Yamhill County Transit

Complete Coach Works (CCW) was recently awarded a contract from Yamhill County Transit (OR) to supply three, 30-foot
and two, 35-foot remanufactured Gillig buses.
“In the height of the COVID-19 pandemic essential businesses, including public transit agencies, implemented safety
and caution procedures for their employees and riders. Yamhill
Transit is among the many agencies to require face coverings,
including hand sanitizer stations, and enforce physical distancing of at least six feet.
“In order to promote social distancing, Yamhill Transit will
add five remanufactured buses to its fleet. The buses will service
its local routes in McMinnville and Newberg, OR.”
“Adding rehabbed buses to Yamhill’s fleet will not only minimize overcrowding, but will provide Yamhill a large savings
over acquiring new buses,” said Jim Paul, regional sales manager
at CCW. “Purchasing rehabbed buses is the most cost-effective
and efficient way to provide safe and reliable transportation to
its riders.”
This rehab project will take place at CCW’s headquarters in
Riverside, CA. The rehabilitation will include replacement of
the original engines with Recon Cummins ISL engines. In addition, the buses will include Allison B400R transmissions, new
driver seats, new floors, new interior and exterior LED lighting,
and ADA compliant wheelchair ramps. The buses will then be
painted and decaled to reflect Yamhill’s branding.
For more information, visit completecoach.com.
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Setra operators to have all of their coach service performed in one location by specialized coach mechanics, resulting in reduced service repair times for our operators.
“Additionally, the new service locations are qualified to serve as
selling points for motorcoach spare-parts, offering a true one stop shopping experience to Setra operators.”
Thomas Rohde, head of Daimler Coaches North America said,
“These new workshop locations in the U.S. offer a service coverage
and parts supply that operators expect from Setra as the premium motorcoach brand. It is our ultimate target to minimize idle times for our
customers —wherever they need us, we will be there.”
Aftermarket Service Parts Logistics
“The backbone of the aftermarket parts distribution is the DTNA
supply chain, which includes 10 parts distribution centers (PDC) across
the U.S. and Canada, as well as a Dedicated Delivery Service (DDS)
for next-day delivery on 90 percent of orders. Setra’s motorcoach parts
are integrated into DTNA’s existing support of more than 50 product
lines, that serve the commercial transportation industry with reliable
new and remanufactured parts. In working with DTNA’s aftermarket,
Detroit Diesel’s service partners will be able to leverage its supply
chain network, ensuring fast and reliable supply for Setra motorcoach
operators.”
For more information, contact zane.gray@daimler.com.

7 New J4500 MCIs To Coach Atlantic

The MCI J4500 coaches provided team transport for the Canadian
Premier League (CPL), a professional soccer league in Canada, during
a recent bubble tournament in Prince Edward Island (OEI).
“The J4500 has been North America’s best-selling motor coach for
over 14 consecutive years, featuring a lighter, more efficient X12
Cummins engine and a more spacious interior for best-in-class leg
room,” said Brent Maitland, vice president, private sector sales and
marketing for MCI. “We’ve supported Coach Atlantic since 2008 and
continue to provide safe, spacious transport for the leading provider
of private transportation in Atlantic Canada.”
Coach Atlantic typically serves over 80 percent of the cruise ship,
multi-day tour, and group charter markets. Due to health advisories
related to COVID-19, Coach Atlantic developed a new approach to
maintain fleet operations through “bubble” transportation to each of
the CPL’s eight teams, allowing them to complete the CPL season,
while keeping teams safe during transport.
“2020 has been challenging for everyone in the transportation business, so we jumped at the opportunity to provide transportation for the
CPL,” said Matthew Cassidy, president, Coach Atlantic. “We were
able to provide the CPL a first-class experience by providing a dedicated 2020 MCI J4500 for each team throughout the duration of the
season in the PEI bubble. It was a tremendous source of pride for
everyone involved to see our equipment on the road again.”
Based in PEI, Coach Atlantic is a family-owned coach operator and
is the largest ground passenger transportation provider in the Maritimes,
traveling in PEI, Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and to the rest of North
America. After 15-years of market growth through the acquisition of
several regional bus companies, Coach Atlantic expanded from 30 employees and 33 vehicles to 515 employees and 350 vehicles.
In July 2020, NFI announced the combination of New Flyer and MCI.
“New Flyer and MCI have been leading innovation in mobility for 90
years, today supporting North American cities with sustainable buses
and coaches, technology, and infrastructure. They also operate the Vehicle Innovation Center, the first and only innovation lab of its kind dedicated to advancing bus and coach technology and providing workforce
development through electric bus training.” Visit mcicoach.com.

2021 UMA Expo In Orlando, FL, Rescheduled
For Wednesday Through Sunday, April 21-25

The United Motorcoach Association’s (UMA) 2021 Motorcoach
Expo has been rescheduled to April 21-25. Still taking place at the Orange County Convention Center, in Orlando, FL, the event was originally set for March, but was moved seven weeks later on the calender due
to concerns with COVID-19. It’s believed that by mid-April, more people
interested in attending the Expo will have received a vaccination.
UMA Expo Chair Scott Riccio, of Northeast Charter & Tour Company, stated during a January 14 UMA Town Hall virtual meeting that 72
percent of UMA members who participated in a recent poll, responded in
favor of moving the Expo to the April date.

SEFAC: Synonymous With

Quality, Safety & Service

Since its inception in 1968, SEFAC has been synonymous with Quality, Safety & Service. This still holds true in today’s competitive market
of Heavy-Duty Mobile Column Lifts. SEFAC offers a range of Mobile
Column Lift products starting with the wired S1-12,000-lbs. per column
lift, for light-duty vehicles — all the way to its wired S2 and S3-18,000lbs. per column lift for heavy-duty vehicles to accommodate trucks,
coaches, and buses. SEFAC’s rail division is still producing and servicing our custom ultra-heavy-duty column lifts for the rail and transit
industries. Within the past 5 years, SEFAC introduced its patented
Wireless SW3 18,000-lbs. per column lift for its heavy-duty vehicles to
stay competitive in an ever-changing market, while not sacrificing the
safety standard.
SEFAC has monitored the algorithm of sales in the Mobile Column
Lift industry in the past 5 years, and has seen a shift from wired Mobile
Column Lifts to Wireless as the new standard in the lift industry. With
OSHA regulations dictating wired/cabled lifts be run aloft, for safety,
more customers are opting for the wireless for a multitude of reasons beyond just safety. Some of the customers’ concerns beyond just safety included, but were not limited to, mobility, versatility and ease of use —
when purchasing a wireless Mobile Column Lift. As far as service is concerned, with the advent of the wireless lifts, SEFAC decided to make it as
maintenance free as possible, adapting a “recirculating ball screw” design in lieu of the “bronze nut/safety nut” design, which is still incorporated in the wired lifts.
Unlike many companies that utilize hydraulics, precision and safety
have always been paramount at SEFAC. That’s why we still utilize an
electro-mechanical screw design, which allows the customer to be precise
when lifting or lowering a vehicle safely. SEFAC lifts have a self-locking
feature — at any level (thus eliminating the need for a locking mechanism
attached to the interior of the column), and mostly, our mobile column
lifts are the lightest in the industry, which equals ergonomic compliance,
ease of use and superior mobility.
You cannot have sales without service. Service is dispatched from our
U.S. headquarters in Pennsylvania to our regional service technicians
spread throughout the United States. Our procedure is simple: take care
of the customer… that’s it. We have a full warehouse of spare parts ready
to drop-ship with a single phone call to the office. If, in fact, service or
inspections are needed, they will be scheduled and coordinated with the
front office, and dispatched accordingly. Rest assured you are getting an
expert technician to come to your needs quickly and efficiently.
As of recent, for new business, we are now on some different cooperative
purchasing programs such as GSA Contract and COSTARS as part of our
expansion. With all of this said, we have streamlined products and service
straight to the cutting edge, including, but not limited to, ALI Certifications
for all of our 18,000-lbs lifts. This is where we want to be, as we have embraced change, as more change is on the horizon for SEFAC and its partners. Visit sefacusa.com. — Ken Kramer, regional sales manager

UMA President & CEO Larry Killingsworth added that an overwhelming number of Expo vendors polled also supported moving the
event to April.
Riccio added: “There has been a lot of work behind the scenes to make
the date change happen, and Larry, UMA staff and the UMA Expo committee will continue to work diligently over the next few weeks to provide
more information as it becomes available, including a full agenda and information about guest speakers. We are hoping the new date will be better
for everyone. The convention center and (host) hotels have been wonderful
to work with regarding the reschedule.”
Riccio said the cutoff date for early bird registration has been extended.
Meanwhile, according to Killingsworth, refunds will be provided upon
request to people who registered for the March date, but are unable to attend the event in April.
Killingsworth noted the specific days of the week will remain the same
for the Expo in April, as originally scheduled in March, involving a
Wednesday through Sunday format.
Both Riccio and Killingsworth explained that the federal Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), state and local safety protocols
have been put in place at the Orange County Convention Center and host
hotels. A video was shown during the town hall meeting that highlighted
a recent convention at the convention center, focusing on steps that were
taken to protect attendees from COVID-19.
Visit motorcoachexpo.com for updated information.

THE DIAMOND FAMILY

Serving The Industry Since 1947
Made in the U.S.A.

diamondmfg.com
800-343-1009 816-421-8363
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ABC Companies’ SVT Division Primed To Support
Industry Recovery, Sustainability And Future Growth

ABC Companies, a leading provider of motorcoach and transit
equipment in the USA and Canada, has officially launched a new business division, SVT (Specialty Vehicles and Technologies). Under the
SVT banner, the company will distribute a wide range of new products
and services that will leverage emerging technology, applications and
advances that impact the motorcoach and related industries.
“Our SVT division functions as a launchpad for next level innovation,” said Roman Cornell, ABC president and chief commercial officer. “It’s much more than a new commercial sales division, and is
essentially the incubator and innovation think tank where we actively
search for new technologies and applications that can help advance our
customer base and the industry overall.”
With so many changes impacting the travel and tourism industry
today, Cornell asserts that now is the time to think differently about
how to move forward using technology to solve issues and bring new
capabilities to market.
SVT’s Expanding EV Portfolio
ABC Companies entered the electric vehicle market under the SVT
banner this year and continues to expand its portfolio of EV offerings
as well as other future-facing capabilities. The company’s EV zeroemissions lineup is built on strategic partnerships that source, distribute
and support a range of sustainable OEM and repowered EV options
which include:
•The flagship Van Hool CX45E zero-emissions OEM model integrating Proterra’s industry leading, energy-dense E2 battery system;
•Affordable, turnkey diesel to EV repower kits — a joint venture between ABC and industry leader Lightning eMotors — enabling owners
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to quickly and efficiently update existing vehicles to 100 percent battery
electric power that can significantly lower operational costs; and,
•ABC’s distribution agreement with Green Power Motor Company
that will assist owners in adding a range of available EV vehicles to
fleets. With a focus on microtransit solutions, ABC’s Green Power options are available in select markets.
“Each of these EV specialty vehicle offerings is built on a proven
platform, and designed to optimize electric powertrain and battery configurations, all while moving the industry closer to a carbon-free future,” said Cornell.
“Commercial demand for sustainable transport of goods and services, as well as passenger travel is an important driver in our decision
to invest in EV and integrated onboard technology. Right now, we can
deliver a robust range of options that can help business owners gain a
competitive edge, realize major ROI improvements or extend the serviceability of existing assets, and answer the call for carbon neutrality,”
said Cornell.
Specialty Technologies To Advance Fleet Performance
ABC continues to build on its proprietary RECON and TEC options
introduced in 2019. Available packages and options integrate a host of
driver assistance and alert systems and technology-enabled components such as telematics, coach interior and exterior surveillance systems and more to aid drivers, passengers and business owners. These
technologies are designed to optimize driver and vehicle performance,
enhance the passenger experience and automate and manage fleet
maintenance.
CLEANS™ Technology — Protects Drivers & Passengers First
Conducting thorough fleet cleaning is no longer an option today and
ABC has available a full suite of sanitization solutions designed to
boost passenger confidence for group transportation. From electrostatic
fogging and active HVAC purification via bipolar ionization, to UV
lighting, advanced filtration and more ABC’s CLEANS suite of products is designed to bring the latest solutions to the motorcoach and transit industries. CLEANS™ uses a layered approach for passengers and
drivers built around thorough surface cleaning, passenger protocols
and active air filtration and decontamination. To download the full
CLEANS™ product offering visit abc-companies.com/CLEANS.
Focused And Forward Looking
At the heart of the SVT division is a dedicated team tasked with
troubleshooting and locating solutions for a growing ABC customer
base. Led by ABC’s Brian Nelson, Director, ABC Technical Solutions,
the team partners with customers and suppliers to bring solutions with
a focus on utilizing emerging technologies to provide customers a competitive advantage. Nelson commented, “We are problem solvers for
the industry and solution providers for specific customer needs. With
the depth of experience ABC brings to the market, and working closely
with various suppliers, we have embraced the mantra that leadership
is a result of quality partnerships.”
“In this ever-changing landscape, the only thing we can predict is
change,” said Cornell. “However, as we diversify our SVT offerings,
we are focused on supporting our core market — serving traditional
internal combustion engine (ICE) powered fleets, and meeting the operational needs of customers who are ready to adopt EV into their fleets
now. By providing all business owners and all types of fleets with cutting edge technologies, we are ready to address challenges and leverage
opportunities as the industry bounces back, while eyeing the future.”
For complete information and details about ABC’s SVT Division
and advanced technology partners and solutions, visit abccompanies.com/SVT.
For more information, contact ABC Companies at 800-222-2875 or
visit the company web site at www.abc-companies.com.
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